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: Prologue

Looking back at the 2017 season

from home’. We continued improvements this
season with the purchase of a new alternator
and new house and bow thruster batteries.

During our travels in our 2009 Bavaria 47 Cruiser ‘Clio’ from the Ionian Sea back to the Aegean
we traveled over 1,200 NM and stayed at 59 ports We now also isolated the bow thruster battery
and anchorages during that time, see the map.
from the house batteries, thus improving the
reliability of the bow-thruster when it is needed.
The two Crews of a total of seven people we had
the pleasure to have aboard, contributed a lot
to our own pleasure of exploring the exquisite
surroundings of the Eastern Mediterraneans,
both above and underwater. This is considerably
less then previous years, but the downturn in
contributions was offset by the strongly reduced
maintenance costs since the most costly improvements have been concluded.

As the anti-fouling had accumulated and was
insufficiently removed last year, we reversed this
trend by taking off three, four layers in some
places, at the Kanonis boatyard on Aegina, our

Repairs, improvements and consistent maintenance over the past four years have turned Clio
into a safe, comfortable and reliable ‘home away
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2017-2018 hardstand. We would like to acknowledge the great work that was done by Wim
van de Pelt and his team, notably Nikos.

and a better underwater camera setup, including a
frame to carry the camera in its waterproof housing and the light on a flexible arm.

We had two major cleaning operations, inside
and out, this year. One in August in Aegina port
and another one when on hardstand.

We hope you will enjoy the 2017 ‘warts and all’
diary of our travels as much as we did experiencing and sharing that rich time in the Eastern
Mediterranean.

We still very much enjoy observing the rich
marine life around us, and we improved again
our ability to identify and photograph small
animals and plants by extending our equipment
with a high-quality Dino-Lite USB microscope

November 2017
Wellington Point, Australia
Francis and Christine
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Chapter 1: And so it begins again
May 1, 2017: after being home for 5 months, it is
time to head back to Clio, our ‘home-away-fromhome’ in Greece, for another season. The bags
are packed, and even though each year we promise ourselves that this year we will travel light, the
bags still manage to overfill and soon reach the
Qantas weight limit of 30kg pp (no business class
45 kg pp for us, unfortunately). Over the years
we’ve found ways to add another 15 kg in bumbags, coats, carry-ons etc..
We are very lucky to have Kylie and her husband
James staying in the house while we travel, it
makes our departure so much easier with a few
less things to organise and worry about. This
year though we have arranged for a gardener to
come in and maintain the yard, so that we do not
have to do the major clean up that we have faced
in previous years.
After packing and repacking several times (some
start weeks before the departure date arrives), it
is time for Kylie to deliver us to the airport. It
is late afternoon and there are almost no queues
before the security check and the now automated
passport check, so we’re past the
red tape in minutes.

to be up there with the most expensive cuppers
on the planet. As the four hour stopovers in
Dubai seem to get longer every time (economics-induced universal time inflation?), we also
splurge out on a cheese croissant. The fat literally
drips out of the box-carton-based, flat-as-a-pancake object, and we learned yet another valuable
lesson of Dubai stopover management.
Back onto the plane after five of exactly the same
checks of our papers. Another easy four hours
before we’re off-loaded into the Athens’ ‘Eleftherios Venizelos’ (a very influential Greek pollie
in the early 20th century) International airport.
We stand in substantial line with a few hundred
other travelers to once again successfully make
our way through Greek customs after about an
hour or so.
We grab our bags and head out to catch our
bus to the port of Piraeus. After receiving three
conflicting sets of directions to get to our nearby hotel we gave up on dragging our 60 kilos of
luggage up and down the street and hailed a taxi
to take us three streets to our hotel.
We did not take long to wash
off the travel dust and settle
onto the very comfortable
bed to sleep through to the
next morning, forgetting
about dinner.

We’re pleasantly surprised with
our seat in an Airbus 380 (the
European answer to the B747400). That means a bit more leg
and arm room, no stopover in
Singapore and a bit shorter fly
time than a B777.

It’s Wednesday 3 May and
we’ll have an early start
today to get to the bus station before 7a.m. The hotel
receptionist was very helpful
in ordering us a taxi and
directing him to take us to
the bus station. When we
arrived there, we were greet-

After 13 hours (instead of the
normal 16) to Dubai, we ‘enjoy’ a four hour stopover there.
Chris decides that we’ll have an
airport Starbucks coffee, known
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can blame me for trying’) complies. We were still
quite early so we indulged in croissants and coffee for breakfast and then Francis purchased our
€40 pp tickets and we are ready for our six hour
bus ride.

ed by a young Greek man and his dog offering
to porterage our bags for €5.00. We happily
loaded the 75 kilos worth onto his trolley and
he took us straight to where our bus to Prèveza
will depart from. The station is quite large with
lots of buses going to many destinations, and we
were very grateful to our porter for his help. But
not grateful enough to let him keep the €10 bill
we pay him with, so we indicate that we would
like to have €5 back, please. He smilingly (‘who

We arrived in Prèveza at 2 pm and jumped in a
taxi which took us via the AB-supermarket for a
blitz-shopping spree for food and drink, to Aktio
Marina and our waiting Clio.
The first thing we see when turning the corner
to where Clio is resting over the winter period is
her new clothes, a deck tent that covers her top
parts. The deck tent looks quite well-made and
will do a great job protecting her from rain and
sun for 6 months of the year.
After finding a ladder we get on board and spent
a couple of hours unpacking and sorting. It is
after six before we’re heading over to the marina
restaurant next door for well-earned drinks and
yummy dinner. Getting back we manage to clear
enough space to make up our bed to get a good
night’s sleep.
Thursday 4 May, and the work begins. While
Francis heads over to town to collect our transit
log from customs and get it stamped by the Port
Police (coast guard with policing tasks), Chris
got on with sorting and washing all the main
cabin bench covers and last season’s leftover
laundry. Because this year we have many meters of deck tent to store, it was a good time to
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pump impeller, and many other tasks needed to
be done before we can launch on Monday. This
is always a very expensive time of the year as
we have to pay the balance of the marina winter
fees, sanding and anti-fouling paint application,
polishing, polyester repairs done to the rudder,
various materials used etc.. So some help from a
reasonable Australian dollar exchange rate would
be very helpful. But as usual, it does not comply

seriously cull the accumulated stuff. Chris was
ferocious and the boat yards store of pre-loved
items suddenly doubled in size, as we disposed
of excess life jackets, HFD housings, and other
marinie things.

at all and keeps on falling against the Euro since
we left Oz, losing about 10% over a couple of
weeks, thus adding 10% to the already significant bills. The Greek capital controls limiting the
amount of cash to €420/week and our bank daily
ATM limits force us to daily visits to the town
until we’ve amassed enough to make the locals
happy.
Boatyards like to do the work for you, but in general they are expensive and our experience with
the quality of their work is not great. So this year

Out with the old, but of course there was in with
the new. Clio now has a lovely new gang plank
for the bargain price of €34, steps included.
Friday 5 May, and Francis is busy painting new
markers on the anchor chain and restoring
propellers, helm wheels, a new engine water
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work: it was really pitiful what they did. They
could not have spent more than two hours and
two pieces of sanding paper on it. And applied
anti-fouling over the already too thick layers. So
this needs to be addressed when Clio comes out
of the water again this year. So our experience is
untarnished: boatyard staff is good at lifting and
launching boats, but horrible at doing maintenance jobs.
We headed back into town today on the marina
courtesy bus to grab some more groceries. Chris’
watch battery died the minute we left home, and
as it is a waterproof watch replacing it is better
done when back in Oz, so we buy a cheap watch.
The main cabin is starting to show some unoccupied patches, so after lunch it is time for a break:
we have a lazy afternoon.

we ‘engaged’ someone from outside. Before we
signed the contract with the Aktio boatyard we
were assured that was not a problem and would
not attract extra fees from the boatyard demanding their pound of flesh. We had noticed that
anti-fouling was starting to accumulate under
the horizontal part of the hull, the part that is
the hardest to sand. One of the tasks we asked
to be done was giving Clio’s underwater hull a
‘very thorough sanding’. The boatyard insisted
that they wanted to do that job so we gave in
and let them have it. Seeing the results of their

Saturday 6 May and today Chris polishes all the
metal work and Francis replaces the bow thruster propeller after removing anti-foul from the
anode. An anode is a piece of zinc that prevents
electrolysis of shaft in contact with metal of
another kind in the presence of seawater, but
only works if it is exposed to seawater. The bow
thruster sits in a relatively narrow pipe and it
takes hours to remove the anti-fouling paint that
took seconds to put on. Annoying, but what can
you do. There is quite a bit of wind today, we delayed putting Clio in the water until Monday.
We’ve finished a lot of the work today (any
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reason will do) and treated ourselves to a nice
dinner at the Greek restaurant down the road
from the marina. Mmmm delicious Mousaka
and cream chicken. Great place, very nice staff
and great traditional food.
Sunday 7 May, only one major task today, haul in
the anchor.. A range of small tasks to be finished, but otherwise relaxing day. We are ready
to go in the water tomorrow.
Monday 8 May, after last minute preparations, it
is our turn around midday to be loaded from the
winter cradle onto the big track and hauled back
to the water. After Clio is gently eased back into
her natural habitat by a local looking like a direct
descendant from the pirates that used to haunt
this area, Francis checks for leaks and gives the
OK.
However, when he fired up the engine he noticed
that the cooling water was not flushing through,
problem. We were in the slipway and many
boats were being launched today, the marina staff
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towed us with many ropes around the end of the
mole and tied us up outside, out of the way of the
launches. As we now do not have shore power or
engine to refill the batteries, the solar panels need
to be put back on before we can solve the engine
problem so that our lights work tonight. After
some time crawling in and out of the engine
compartment and checking and cleaning bits
that could not possibly have caused the problem,
at last the problem (air is sucked into the cooling
water circuit through the seawater strainer lid) is
solved. The wind has now picked up considerably and it is around 5PM, so we stay put alongside the mole, rather than attempt to cross over
to the town quay or anchor off the Marina.

stick your finger through in one of the seams.
The Bimini transparencies still had bits of overhanging plastic attached to it. So, back to the
sailmaker they go. We are not impressed with
their work at all. At the end of last season we
also ordered our deck tent from them which was
delivered a month later than agreed with many
unanswered emails.
In the afternoon the guy returned the spray hood
and dinghy cover. So we put the hood on again

After having solved our engine cooling water
problem yesterday, we moved across this morning, Tuesday 9 May, from the Aktio Marina quay
to tie up to the Preveza town quay. Time to
give Clio a clean and stock up on supplies while
we wait for the return of our sails, spray-hood,
dinghy cover and Bimini. Francis has a meeting
with Sofia, a yachting agent, attempting to help
us open a Greek bank account, an almost impossible task we think. Meanwhile Chris stocks
up on honey, olives and olive oil from our lovely
farmer friend (from last year) selling his wares
off the back of his moped, now enhanced with
a life-size box to carry what amounts to a small
farmer’s market.
Our sails were delivered today, but it is a bit too
windy to put them on, so we arranged to have
them put on Wednesday. Francis and I put the
Bimini on and then the spray hood. The requested replacement of the Bimini zippers had not
been done and now have to wait until next year.
Unfortunately repairs that needed to be done
to the spray hood had not been done either and
we had to remove it again. Also on checking
the dinghy cover, we found a hole big enough to
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only to discover that the stud that had been replaced was wrong and still did not work. Grr….
Taking down the spray-hood again. Francis
rang the sailmaker to complain and the by now
grumpy young man came back to collect it again.
He also told us that someone would be with us at
maybe 10 or maybe 10.30 on the next day to help
put on the sails.
Wednesday 10 May
Francis went off with yachting angel Sofia this
morning to the tax department to get a tax file
number in the vain hope of opening that elusive
Greek bank account. Opening bank accounts in
Greece are now a near impossibility, for Greeks
as well as for foreigners. This is to prevent people opening many accounts and so circumvent
the capital control measure of €420/week cash
withdrawal per account. The capital controls are
designed to drive cash transactions in the grey
economy (estimated to make up 30% of Greek
money flows, and hard to tax) into the recorded
channels (easy to tax), as well as stop a run on
the banks where the amount of money has been
quite low since the economic crisis and could
easily spark another melt-down of the Greek
financial system.
So, off they went to get a Greek tax file number,
something you need to open a bank account in
Greece. From the town hall to pick up forms

with the required stamps to the tax office to get
the tax file number. After about an hour all was
done. Without Sofia this may not have happened, but she really follows up on things and is
worth every penny. Sofia also made many phone

calls to friends in the banking business to find
any loopholes in getting a bank account.
The result so far is that the only two ways of
opening an account at the moment is either
getting a paid job or a Greek pension. We would
opt for the last, but that may prove to be even
harder than getting a bank account under the
circumstances.
Thanks very much Sofia for your help, efforts
and information, we strongly recommend people
to use their company ‘All About Yacht.’ You can
find Sofia close to the port police office, ask in
the café downstairs.
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Martin, an English guy living on board his
boat, had turned up to help with the sails. It
turned out he was from one of the marinas and
he helped out JSails when they were busy. He
turned up at 8.30. Chris told him that we had
been told by the other guy to expect them at
10ish, and that was why Francis was not available. He agreed to go have a coffee and wait for
Francis. One hour later, Francis returned from
the tax file number hunt and Clio was dressed
again. We were still waiting for the spray hood
to be returned.
Meantime Siegfried and Gabrielle, the German
couple we met last year, came to visit and we
enjoyed coffee with them and caught up on all
their news.
Thursday 11 May: our spray-hood had still not
been returned, so Francis phoned the owner of
JSails who said that we had to come and pick it
up ourselves. That was the proverbial straw after
6 months of very slow communications (apart
from him wanting money), delayed delivery,
lacking quotations, below-standard work, and
high prices. Francis expressed our unhappiness
at the very poor service we had received from
them, to which he meekly answered with ‘what
do you want me to say’. ‘Sorry’ would be a good
start! A slightly extenuated circumstance was
that according to him he had a heart operation in
July last year and that was still impacting on his
business.

One of the jobs for this season is to sand and
re-varnish the main-cabin table. A nice Zen-job
to erase the annoyance of the sailmaker from
memory and the scratches and stains from the
table.
We are expecting some wind tomorrow morning so to be on the safe side we re-anchored Clio
with 50m of chain out.
That night we went to dinner in one of the local
tavernas, run by two brothers and their parents,
with Gabrielle and Siegfried and enjoyed a very
nice meal followed by yummy gelato ice-cream.
Time for bed.

Anyway, Francis went to the shop to collect the
repaired spray-hood and found the owner conveniently absent. The bill was around AU$855,
deck tent not included!
We definitely would not recommend JSails to
others. We have heard that Waypoint Sails is
doing a better job.
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midday to make our way to Vonitsa, a small village not far away in the Ambracian Gulf. We’re
always on the lookout for good anchorages, and
on the way we found a lovely tranquil bay, well
sheltered to all but East winds and completely
deserted, except for the goats and a very large pig
pen. Heaven! We dropped anchor and settled
in for the night. The joys of boating, especially
when you wake up to such an amazing palette of
colours in the morning sky!
Mother’s Day, Sunday 14 May, a lovely lazy day.
Before we left, Kylie had prepared a lovely card
and pressie for Chris to take with her to open on
this day. Thanks Kylz, you’re a gem!
This morning, Monday 15 May, we left our tran-

Friday 12 May and unfortunately Chris had inhaled some of the dust from the table sanding as
well as getting a bit chilled last night which led to
a day in bed and requiring Francis to make more
chicken soup, which soon did the trick. We’re
thinking of getting a hospital-kitchen size boiling
pot to churn out chicken soup in sufficient quantities to keep Chris alive this season.

quil spot in Marko Bay (on the Ambracian Gulf)
and moved around the corner to the town of
Vonitsa. We tied up stern to in the small harbour in the last available spot. There is no charge
here, which we think, explains the number of ap-

Saturday 13 May and more shopping this morning to replenish our very important chocolate
(and bottled water) supplies. We cast off around
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to find a basil plant and so a warm welcome on
board for Kathy III.

parently unloved and possibly abandoned yachts
gathering cobwebs and barnacles.

On the way back out, as promised, we stopped
again to see our friendly farmer Makis and
purchased 8 eggs and he added in two complimentary duck eggs, for us to try, all for the
princely sum of €3. I love buying fruit and veg
here, wonderfully fresh and $$ back in the farmers pockets, instead of lining the pockets of some
nondescript share holder.
After a relaxing afternoon we decided to try

After securing Clio we set off to find a coffee
shop with WiFi in the hopes of being able to
access it from Clio. Sadly the signal is not strong
enough so no luck. We then wandered through
the back streets and discovered a much larger
township than we expected. Further wandering
led us to the farmers markets we had been told
of by our friendly farmer Mr Makis in Preveza.
As we entered the market, guess who we found
selling his chicken and duck eggs, yep that same
farmer. He gave us such a friendly greeting and

then introduced us to his brother across the way
who was selling his lovely local honey. After
promising to return we ventured further into the
market to inspect and purchase some of the fabulous fresh produce. All organic and at a fraction of the cost of Australia. We also managed

the little pizza restaurant on the quay, it is very
Greek and we are the only customers, mmm we
will risk it. Much to our delight we enjoyed a
magnificent Greek salad followed by a delicious
“special” pizza, along with a quart carafe of wine
for Chris all for €20 oh and friendly traditional
Greek service. The pizza is one of the best!
As we returned to Clio, Chris stopped to say hello to a stray puppy, who immediately took that
as an invitation to adopt her as her owner. As we
had some leftover stew and pasta in the fridge,
we thought she might be hungry. Well… that
was an understatement: she very quickly consumed the food and licked that bowl completely
clean. She then spotted our plank rope with a
knot in the end and decided this was a chew toy,
and it was time to play.
After a few minutes of frivolity she headed back
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to town, possibly to check out any further prospects of other short-term owners with leftovers.

It is great this time of year before the hordes
arrive for the summer. The water is now at 25
degrees but with the cold wind still blowing from
the north it is still too cold to take a plunge. So
we will enjoy the quiet while we can.

We spent the next day exploring the local fort
where we found hundreds of millipedes on the
cobblestone road leading to the castle, preventing Chris misappropriating a couple of lemons
from a tree with hundreds on them, doing chores
such as adding a considerable amount of clothes
hooks in all cabins, and several serious shopping
sprees At last we were ready to leave on Thursday. But Mother Nature had other plans, sending strong winds our way that midday and we
thought better of it and decided to stay put for
one more night in our free berth.

Saturday 20 May and Francis called Chris out
of bed this morning with an excited ‘quick you
must see this’. There was a large horde of moon
jelly fish (Aurelia aurita) floating around Clio’s
stern, and this was not to be the only exciting
sighting for the day. We are expecting stronger
winds and some rain tomorrow from the north,
so we raised the anchor and made our way back
to our earlier anchorage on the other side of
Vonitsa.
On the way we spotted a flock of pelicans, first
time we have seen them in the Meds. We’re now
securely pinned down in this very tranquil inlet,
ready for the weather tomorrow.

Friday 19 May and we managed to get away in
the morning and moved further into the Gulf not
far from Vonitsa around the corner on the SE of
Point Yeladha to anchor in another very peaceful
and pretty spot, probably called Avraikikos.
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A rainy and windy morning today, Sunday 21
May, so after a hearty omelet breakfast, it is a
good time to rearrange our storage cabin that has
been receiving whatever we didn’t want to store
in the main cabins for some time now. It is a
mess! We’re taking everything out, rearranging it
all in a couple of storage boxes based on a fuzzy
kind of box membership assignment function
along the lines of maintenance, spare parts,
equipment, and dunno’s. When we are done it
is much more organised and we even created a
little more space, which, no doubt, will be quickly filled with more stuff!
Ahh, how sweet it is to rest after all this work!

the way. No joy. Later in the afternoon as Chris
was napping, worn out from the hunt for chocolate.....Skipper set out again on a scouting mission, determined to bring home the spoils. He
ventured further afield and Eureka!, he found an
AB supermarket at the other end of town and
proudly returned to Clio bearing lots of goodies
(chocolate that is). We will stay here tonight and
make a move again tomorrow.
It is Wednesday 24 May. Have we mentioned
before that there is always something to be repaired, maintained or improved on boats? The

Monday 22 May and still in the same spot SE of
Point Yeladha. Another slow day watching The
Coroner episodes, reading and sleeping. Chris
has just consumed the book “Gone Girl” very
much a compulsory read. This is such a hard life,
we don’t know why we do it!
Today, Tuesday 23 May, we have to return to
Vonitsa to replenish our chocolate supply and
some other essentials, like chips and wine. After
tying up in the same spot as last time we headed
off to the supermarket, while filling our granny
trolley with the boring stuff such as bread, yoghurt, potatoes cheese etc., we are dismayed to
find they do not have our chocolate. So Francis
headed back to Clio with said trolley and Chris
went to check out the other supermarket that
we knew of and every small mini mart along
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cord which our Greek courtesy flag is secured
to is badly frayed and needs replacing before it
breaks in the next storm, and making our Greek
flag disappear. So Chris has to hoist Francis half
way up the mast in the bosons chair using one
of the winches, to thread a new cord through the
spreader. Chris got a good upper arm and cardio
workout on the winch, and Francis was happy to
be lowered gently and safely back to deck after
that task could be crossed off the never-ending
list.

behind it and discovered a lovely little bay which
was well sheltered from the prevailing wind and
again no other boats in sight. We first anchored
deep into one of the many coves, but as the wind
increased it pushed us closer to the rocky shore.
That was not so good for the skipper’s mental wellbeing, so we re-anchored a bit further
outside the cove and had to use about 60 m of
anchor chain to secure ourselves in 15m of water
to prevent howling anchor alarms in the middle
of the night.

After our morning workout and filling Clio’s
thirsty water tank with the good mainland waters
(TDS of 245 ppm), we headed out from Vonitsa
to explore a little further into the gulf.

As the wind eased off a little Chris decided it was
time to take the plunge, and the first swim of
the season happened. The water is a little chilly
at first but lovely once you are in, or so she says
keeping a brave, but slightly pale face with blue
lips.

We moved to an anchorage in the SW part of the
Ambracian gulf named Paliomilou Bay. It is a
pretty spot and again quiet, only problem being
that this area is very agricultural and due to the
many sheep on land, so we have many flies on
board. So out with the fly swatters and let the
carnage begin, splat!
Thursday 25 May and there is some unsettled
weather arriving, so we decide to make a move.
Before we head back, we have a quick sticky beak
in the most Western bay of the Gulf, Amfilokhias bay. We found a couple of nice anchorages
along the way, recorded for future reference. As
we neared the end we came on a massive fish
farm, no wonder there is no blue water around
here. Giving it a wide berth we circled around
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We also had to test a new piece of relax-equipment, and were happy it obviously was doing its
job. We spent the rest of the afternoon watching
grey skies and storm clouds
forming all around us, releasing themselves and giving Clio
a good rinse-off.
Friday 26 May and the weather is still unsettled today. We
have a parcel to collect from
Aktio marina and our first
crew is not that far away, so it
is time to make our way back
to Preveza. We started off motoring as there was no wind.
But as we moved further out
into the main body of the Gulf
the wind picked up and so we
hoisted sails and Clio was soon
scooting along and racing
against the storm clouds that
were chasing us.
Once we anchored out the front of the marina
it was time to launch Cloe from where she has
been resting on the front deck for the last six
months. After a top up of air and clothing her in
her lovely brown Sunbrella cover she was soon
back in action. The outboard was filled with fuel
and it sparked into life after a couple of pulls.
Francis made the very short trip ashore to collect his $10.00 computer parts which cost $90 to
deliver from Oz to Greece, thanks Kylie.
As we still had a couple of days before the crew
would arrive, we anchored around the corner
from Preveza town quay before we move back
onto the quay to prepare for our first crew arriving on Wednesday.
Saturday 27 and Sunday 28 May, just hanging
about and wishing for warmer weather.

This morning, Monday 29 May, we moved back
to the town quay after visiting the Cleopatra marina to get more of the excellent
floating rope (light and strong)
for springs and long land lines.
The rest of the day is spent cleaning and preparing the two guest
cabins for our crew arriving on
Wednesday. Water and fuel
were replenished in anticipation
of our first Crew of 2017 and
the new ropes were turned into
functional landlines and springs.
We also had a brief visit again
from Siegfried and Gabrielle, our
German friends we met last year
in Preveza. Later in the afternoon we were visited by another
Australian yachting couple, Merv
and Judy who had some truly
amazing stories to tell (and how
they told them!) about their travel adventures
over the past five years. After a wonderful chat
lasting a couple of hours we had dinner and settled in for a well-earned sleep.
During our stay on the Preveza quay we’ve been
visited many times by Mr Makis with his little
shop of delicatessen in a big box on the back of
his moped. We have enjoyed many of his products of his own farm such as eggs, honey (lots
of), herbs, and olives. But still more than his
produce, we enjoy his company. You would be
hard-pressed to find a kinder soul and we always
end up talking about many subjects. One of our
favorites is when he talks about his life when he
grew up and the challenges being a small-plot
farmer in contemporary Greece in a rapidly globalizing world.
One of the products he wanted us to try is his
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home-made Grappa with honey. Just 3 mm in
a small glass ‘to try it’ made the skipper’s head
spin and he had to lay down for the rest of the
afternoon. We bought a small bottle anyway,
how could you resist after hearing his great story
about how he and his brothers and sisters tending the still for days (and nights), while being
influenced by the fumes from the still and the
quality-probing of the resulting distillate.
More work today cleaning Clio and getting her
ship shape on Tuesday 30 May. The end of the
day we were rewarded with a serenade from a
gifted Albanian piano accordion player sitting
on the bench close to us, just playing for his own
pleasure it seemed. Chris went and expressed
her thanks in a small way anyway and he and his
family left for a more serious day’s work, playing
the terraces with often obnoxious tourists.
We dined at the Pizzeria at Clio’s doorstep, who
also served a surprisingly excellent Greek salad.

Clio and the safety briefing before heading off to
a very economical (but not so good) gyros dinner.

It is Wednesday 31 May and after spending the
morning doing some last minute cleaning and
Galley Princess Chris baking an orange yoghurt
cake, our crew arrived on Preveza, all the way
from Australia. We welcome grandson Alex, his
mother Sarah, and her partner Rob on board.
We spent the afternoon then doing more shopping and putting the Crew through the intro to
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After a lovely morning walk on Thursday 1 June,
we haul in the gang plank and after another brief
stop at that marina across the way for Francis
to again visit his favorite chandlery (and buying
what he did not set out to get) we were on the
move. We made our (long) way down the west
side of Lefkada Island in the hope the predicted
West wind would arrive and help us a bit. It did
not happen. Contrary to most islands in Greece,
the island’s exposed side (to prevailing NW
winds) had many strips of beach and the long
rows of parasols and lazy-chairs and many new
resort developments indicate a very lively tourist
industry. We stopped somewhere halfway at a
deserted (or so we thought) beach with beautiful blue water for a swim and lunch stop. After
lunch we noticed a couple of young men on a
beach further down frantically waving and whistling at us. So we upped anchor and moved in

closer to see what the problem was. One of the
guys swam out to us to tell us that their dinghy
had sprung a leak and they needed a lift back to
the next inhabited beach, back to where we came
from. We bought them both on board along
with their spear guns and the spoils of their fishing, under the unsettled gaze of our new Crew
members. So turning around we headed back to
the beach and deposited our rescued divers who
were very grateful and insisted that we keep their
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catch, so we’re gonna have fish for dinner, and
grandson Alex was going to clean it.
We then made our way down the island’s coast
for a well-sheltered bay to the prevailing winds.
The problem was that by the time we got there,
the winds did not want to be prevailing and decided to turn to the South, completely shattering
that good plan. An alternative next bay turned
Friday 2 June and after the boys rowed ashore
this morning for a walk around and a couple of
coffees, Rob’s lifeline in the mornings, we headed across the Steno (=Straight of) Kefallinias to
Fiskardo, another touristy but interesting village
on the North end of Kefallonia. We knew from
previous visits that we had to be there around 11
in the morning to get a good spot on the town’s

out to be too deep to anchor so we turned to
Syvota, a very touristy but also very well sheltered bay we visited and reported on last year.
When entering the bay there were others that
had the same idea…. many others! You could
almost walk over the boats from one side of
the bay to the other. We squeezed in under the
not-so-friendly gaze of others, but it worked, no
boats were hurt in the maneuver and we settled
in for a good night’s sleep, it has been a long day.

quay, so we left Syvota in time to get there. There
was no wind so we motored all the way and of
course just before we the got there the wind
picked up, too late as usual.
Once we arrived our Crew headed off to rent a
car so that they could explore the island for the
rest of the day. The car rental came up with the
same ‘scam’ as the one in Sami town (also on
Kefallonia) tried to pull last year: you hire the car
for the day, not 24 hours. You have to bring the
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car back before 9 at night, independent of which
time you pick it up. Last year that resulted in
the exiting scooter ride from Sami to the airport
of Argostolion when Chris picked up her sister
Rhonda.

Crew returned in the evening after a very interesting survey of the island, we took in the sights
that the Fiscardo tourist industry had created
With the Crew exploring the island, Chris and
Francis spent the afternoon swimming and relax- and ended up near the entrance to the harbour
at the Panormos (‘whole-bay’) restaurant, overing. Also enjoying an ice cream from the gelato
looking the bay for a delicious dinner of all sorts
shop just 10 meters away from Clio. When the
of culinary delights. This was quite a treat as
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many Greek restaurants have
not very innovative menus and
stick to Greek traditional cuisine, both in produce and ways
of preparation.
This morning, Saturday 3 June,
we walked out to the point at
Fiscardo to explore the 16th
century Venetian lighthouse
and remains of the Byzantine
basilica Fiscardo was the main
export port for the whole region for produce such as wine,
olive oil etc.. The lighthouse
was replaced by a British-built
one which stands just a little
distance away. Getting to the
point, we enjoyed the amazing panoramic views
over the Ionian Sea, Kefallonia and the nearby
island of Ithaka.

Back at Clio, we did a bit more
last-moment shopping and it
was ‘all aboard’ for our next
stop on the island of Kastos.
To get from Kefallonia to
Kastos, you pass by the island
of Atokos quite closely, so we
stopped at One House bay, the
beautiful bay that we’ve visited
a couple of times now, the one
with the stratified cliffs. We
had lunch and a swim in the
slightly invigorating water. We
then put on the head sail and
got in a great sail around to our
anchorage at the town of Kastos, about halfway on the East
coast of the island. Skipper
ferried the crew ashore in the dinghy to do some
exploring, while Chris prepared spanakopita for
dinner that night.
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soon hooning under full sail. We enjoyed cruising along at a good 7 knots for the next couple
of hours till we reached a deserted bay on the
south east side of Meganisi (where the tail of the
island attaches to the body) and settled in for
the rest of the day. Rob and Sarah rowed Cloe
ashore to climb the hill and check out the goats,
while Francis enjoyed snorkeling along the rocky
shore.
After swimming and napping the afternoon away
we enjoyed a yummy dinner of sweet potato
shepherd’s pie, thanks Sarah.

Sunday 4 June: after a hearty breakfast of bacon
and eggs, thanks Rob and Sarah, we made way to
our anchorage for the night, but stopped to have
another snorkel in a beautiful cove at the South
of the island. Chris had a surprise meeting
with a ‘Venus girdle’ (Cestum veneris), a ribbon-shaped comb jelly fish, which made Francis
very jealous as he has never seen a live one ‘in
the wild’.
As we left the Kastos cove the wind picked up
to 16 knots abeam (= on the side) and Clio was

Monday 5 June
We woke up this morning in this little piece
of paradise for more swimming and relaxing.
When we were ready to head out again, a fisherman came over and in his very broken English
was saying something about breaking his fishing
nets. We thought he was asking if we had broken
his net and tried hard to reassure him that we
had not been near them. However, when we motored out we realized that nets were strung from
the shore across the entrance and we needed
to take a very wide berth to avoid getting them
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back to Clio and a swim off the nearby beach.
We are able to get our laundry done and Chris
indulged in a long hot shower costing an extortionist €3.00, but worth every penny. Tonight we
We motored to the north of Meganisi and round- eat at the Taverna which is the price to pay for
ed the point to tie onto the catwalk pontoon at
tying up here, good food and not expensive.
Karnagio Taverna. This is a great spot with easy
Tuesday 6 June, and sadly today we have to make
our way back to Preveza as the crews holiday
with us comes to an end too soon. On the way
we had a swim stop at Scorpio Island as mentioned in a previous blog that did belong to Aristotle Onassis and is now owned by the daughter
of a very rich Russian. While there we had a
drone go overhead and a security person sat out
in a motorboat keeping an eye on us. There are
very strict limits to the access on and around the
island.
After our dip, we then motored the length of the
access to the Vathi village just over the hill. The
Lefkadas channel to sit and wait an hour for the
crew went ashore and after wandering around
floating bridge to open and let us through. Alex
town and tasting some of the culinary delights,
and Rob by now have become very capable at
they hired bicycles and set off to cycle the hills.
Alex decided after one hill too many to retreat
caught in our propeller, so we think he may have
been warning us to avoid his nets.
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securing lines ashore and letting lines go. Sarah
has also mastered the task of raising and lowering fenders, many hands do make light work.
Once back in Preveza we secured a spot on the
quay and the crew went ashore to enjoy their last
day swimming and shopping. Dinner on board
tonight yummy chicken potato bake.

A very early start today, Wednesday 7 June, as
the crew have to get a taxi to the bus station at
6:00AM as they head back to Athens to begin the
rest of their Greek adventure. Nana Chris very
much enjoyed having her oldest grandson Alex
share our Clio experience along with his mum
Sarah and her partner Rob. Thanks guys you
have been a great crew, and we hope you enjoy
the rest of your travels in Greece.
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Thursday 8 June and Crew1 left us early yesterday in pursuit of more of Greece. We took the
rest of the day off, and today we start getting Clio
ready for our next Crew. Our laundry has been
returned by the fuel man and lovely fresh sheets
and towels are installed into the crew cabins.
A new (electricity) generator arrived and Francis
installed before the next crew arrived.
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civilized hour of 6 in the afternoon.
At six we greeted a very weary Crew after their
31 hour journey from Canberra. Our second

While on the quay, we met fellow Ozzie Dirk this
afternoon who was having trouble finding an
ink cartridge for his printer. We offered to print
some of his insurance papers for him without
which he was not allowed to leave Preveza, so
he was very grateful. He was a bit stressed as
he had just had to take his father-in-law to the
hospital with heart problems, not good, but good
that they were in port and not out at sea when it
happened.

crew consist of friends Jon (also Francis’ ex-colleague) and his wife Vanessa, and their long-time
friends Wayde and Corrine.
After a couple of welcoming drinks on board
we headed out to one of the family restaurants
nearby for a delicious meal with great company.
But everybody was running out of steam, so back
to Hotel Clio for all to get a really good night’s
sleep.

After a busy day we are joined by Mr Makis, our
friendly farmer, who supplies us with his wonderfully fresh olives, eggs, honey and olive oil
delivered to our plank on his portable scooter
shop. After many encounters on the quay, it was
decided that we should meet for a drink. So we
invited him for a beer later on that afternoon. It
was great to hear more of his many stories and to
discuss World, European and Greek politics with
him. It was thoroughly enjoyable and we feel we
have made a friend!
More cleaning today, Friday 9 June, and Clio gets
a good deck wash and is sparkling in the sunlight
again. We are expecting our Crew to arrive by
bus at 11.00 tonight, but at around 2.00 we got a
call from Jon to say that they were not going to
wait three hours to catch the bus and had found
a taxi driver who agreed to drive them the four
hour trip to Preveza for a reasonable price. Great
news, now they will arrive at the much more
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Saturday 10 June and everybody was up amazingly early. Corrine and Wayde set out to walk
around the point in Preveza while Vanessa and
Jon stayed on Clio with Chris and Francis for a
leisurely start to the day.
Then it was off to the farmers markets to stock
up on delicious fruit and veg, back to the supermarket and load up the granny trolley with our
supplies for the week ahead.
Around midday, after Chris’ Tour of Clio and the
safety briefing, it is time to break our connections to the land to start Crew 2’s travel on Clio.
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It was already overloaded with boats. The only
option was to anchor closer to the coast than
skipper was happy with. If the wind would turn
the wrong way, we would get fairly close to the
rocky shore. Not a recipe for a good night’s sleep.
Anyway, after another good meal of spanakopita
and rowdy discussions, it was time to settle for
the night, except the skipper who sat on watch
for a few hours to be sure that the wind was not
going to turn and cause us problems.

As it was already later in the day, we decided to
go South via Lefkada’s East side. We were very
lucky (shipper says it was ‘good planning’) and
made it to the floating bridge in Lefkada just in
time for the hourly opening, and then through
the channel to a lovely swim and lunch stop on
the other side.

Sunday 11 June, we moved onto our next swim
spot at Wasp Bay on the South side of Kastros
Island, aptly named.
Unlike the Great Barrier Reef, the underwater
scenery in the Meds is not as exhibitionist and
not everything is directly visible. To make it easier for Clio crew members to enjoy their snorkeling in the Meds, Francis has created a small(ish)
presentation giving some pointers where to look,
how to look, how to behave while swimming and
things to look for.

After swim and lunch we headed to the island of
Meganisi to drop anchor for the night. Initially

we anchored in a cove on the Northern end of
the island. It had a very steep sloping coast so we
anchored and brought a line to land. The anchor
wouldn’t hold, so we tried again, Chris having
to swim ashore again. After about half an hour,
it turned out that the anchor still wasn’t holding and we were running out of daylight pretty
quickly. We surveyed the rest of the coastline in
the little bay, but there were no other good places. So we had to find another spot in the fairly
narrow part of Abelike bay next-door.
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When the Crew came back from their snorkel
they were quite enthusiastic about what they
all found, and agreed that it was helpful to have
been given some pointers.
After lunch we moved around the corner to the
small port of Kastos to anchor just outside for
the night.
Our Crew are being well entertained by charter
boats attempting to anchor nearby. One boat
with Italians on board, gave up after 5 or 6 attempts and headed across to mainland Greece.
Next was a boat with Russians who deposited
one of their crew in the small harbor in the dinghy and then came out to anchor in front of us.
That would have been ok if his outboard would
work. We watched him struggle to start it for
about half an hour and then try with very mixed
success to row out in a 15 - 20 knot headwind
and choppy sea. After some time another dinghy came to his rescue and towed him out to the
mother ship, I am sure he was eternally grateful
to his rescuer.

As it was way too windy to head ashore in the
dinghy we stayed aboard and had a delicious
frittata made by Jon, thanks Chef!
Monday 12 June, and to make up for missing our
land excursion last night we all jumped in the
dinghy this morning to be motored ashore and
have a very simple breakfast in the only taverna
serving breakfast.
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Jon and Vanessa very much liked the Greek
coffee (very good if instant heart failure is what
you’re after imo) and the freshly squeezed orange
juice was delicious.
We followed a funeral procession, which we initially thought was a wedding, up the very short
hill road to the church. We kept going out to the
point past the restored mill, now restaurant, to
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enjoy the views over the island and the Ionian
Sea before toddling back to Clio.
It was then time to make sail and drift along to
Atokos and our favorite One House bay with
the strata cliffs, especially for Jon and Vanessa,
both geologists, who were suitably impressed.

Jon, Vanessa and Francis had a long snorkel and
‘in-water’ discussions about how the stratifications had formed, extended with where the canon-boll like inclusions came from and how the
limestone rock was also eroded by boring sponges in neat pinprick patterns. Later Chris rowed
Vanessa and Corrine ashore to check out the one
abandoned house and the small chapel. It was
then time for more snorkeling and a refreshing
swim before lunch.
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After lunch we headed out to our next night
anchorage in Vathi on Ithaka, home of Odysseus.
We were lucky enough to get a spot on the town
quay and got Clio securely tied down for the
night. We are expecting some wind tonight and
tomorrow.

Unfortunately one of our crew, Wayde has succumbed to what we thought to be a touch of heat
stroke, so he is being subjected to lots of horribly
tasting re-hydration fluid and bed rest.
We had a very nice dinner on a pavement terrace
along the now established pattern of ‘sharing all
dishes. Especially the blue cheese mushrooms
were memorable!
Tuesday 13 June
Jon, being very interested in Homer’s epic (larger
than life) poem called The Odyssey, telling the
story of Dionysus’ travel. Dionysus was (supposed) to be a king of Ithaka, so we had to visit
ruins that some believe are the remains of his
castle. The discussion of whether Dionysus ever
existed in real life are still raging, by the way.
Homer’s two books, The Iliad and The Odyssey
are believed to be ‘the oldest surviving work of
Western literature’ written around the 8th century BC, according to Wikipedia.
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So, time to hire a car and explore Ithika. A rental
company down the road was willing to supply us
with an almost new seven seater so that all six of
us could comfortably be chauffeured by Francis
to ruins of Odysseus palace in Stavros.

then made our way to Kioni to indulge in a feast
of gelato ice-cream. As it was after 7.00 pm by
the time we returned to Clio, it was to be ‘pizza
to go’ for dinner.

Getting to the top of the hill was quite a climb in
the heat of the day (only mad dogs and Englishman….), but Jon and Vanessa seemed to enjoy
themselves exploring these hallowed grounds.
After having recovered from the climb and descent, we were off to Frikis for lunch and a swim.
We found a lovely secluded beach for a swim and
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Wednesday 14 June
As we still had our hire car until 12:00 today
Francis again obliged by driving the girls up to
Perachori to have a look at a Byzantine church
with frescoes still in place and ruins of the old
hora (main town). The trip up went through
some quite narrow streets, so narrow we had to
fold in the external rear-view mirrors not to hit
the parked cars.

Again a fairly demanding walk in the heat but
the views from up on high were stunning and
making it worth our while.
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A bit of last minute shopping for the girls and
it was time to move again, leaving Vathi. Just
around the corner to Filiatro Bay, one of our favorite clear water bays, to anchor for the night.
Lots of snorkeling here and the crew are finding
all sorts of wonders underwater, to the skipper’s
delight.
Thursday 15 June and waking up to a very peaceful world, bobbing in the clear and light blue waters of the Ionian Sea. It is an almost therapeutic
effect looking out over the waters while sipping a
coffee, hot honey water, or a hot honey or lemon
drink. After we all had our breaky this morning
there was more snorkeling and beach-combing
for Jon on the agenda.

enough to do his water color sketches/paintings.
It was actually very exciting to see him at work,
to see how these little gems flowed out of his
brush with such ease. He encouraged Francis,
who had a go at wasting some good paper and
paint. When we buy that large retirement house
for us all in Greece, he hopes to continue his water color education under Jon’s tutelage.

Thanks to Vanessa and Corrine’s long-term vision and their visit to the bakery in Vathi, we had
a scrumptious morning tea of sweet Greek pastry
delights.
Jon, an accomplished painter, had relaxed

After all this indulgence we head off to the island
of Kefallonia, the second-biggest of the Ionian
Islands after Korfu. Kefallonia is separated from
Ithaka by the 3 km wide Straight of Ithaka, so
just around the corner from where we were. On
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the East side of Kefallonia (protected from prevailing NW winds) lies the bay of Antisamos
where we anchored for the rest of the day and
night. Luckily Wayde is recovering from what
most likely was not a light heatstroke but an influenza infection, thanks to the very good care of
Corrine, the Clio nurse Nightingale. Our proof
for his recovery is that he managed to winch in
the Genoa (big fore-sail) in an absolute record
time, leaving the ‘professional’ crew for dead. We
know that was the flu as it has now found another unwilling host: skipper Francis.
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Anyway, we all took the rest of the day off, meaning reading, sleeping, creating water painting
gems, swimming etc.. While swimming we met
our Irish neighbors and had a nice chat while
sitting in the water on our noodles.
The days here stretch until nine at night, so
dinner is often around 8:30, and after a big feed
of Chris’ fried rice for dinner, skipper and crew
were ready for a good night’s sleep in a relatively
safe anchorage.
Friday 16 June: More swimming this morning,
even before breakfast. We want to do some more
land exploring, and we also needed to organize
the Crew’s transport to get back to Athens on
Tuesday, so we move into the little town of Sami,
just around the corner. Once we had Clio secured to the quay Chris and the crew set out to
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find a car rental and tour office. First the seven
seater car was booked for tomorrow and then
Chris found the tour office. On telling the agent
that we had four people needing to get back to
Athens, she advised that it was possible to buy
a bus ticket from the island to Athens. So on
Tuesday morning the crew will get on the bus
here in Sami drive to Porou a southern port on
the island and then crew and bus will get on the
ferry to Kyllini on the mainland, get off the ferry
and back onto their bus to drive directly to Athens, too easy.

the ‘share everything’ allowed us to sample many
different dishes.

All great plans of mice and men..., we were
meant to pick up our car this morning, Saturday 17 June, for the island excursion. When we
went to do the paperwork we were advised that
because we did not have an international license
we would not be covered by their insurance. In
all of our travels over the years in Europe and
Greece we have never been asked for an international license before. After last year’s idiotic rule
that one of the rental companies in Sami came
The rest of the day was spent doing whatever
up with (hire for a calendar day, not 24 hours),
this one starts to establish a bit of a pattern of
anybody wanted to do and we dined out in one
silly rental conditions in this place. So we thank
of the many Greek tavernas along the harbor’s
waterfront. The meal was again very enjoyable as them for suddenly coming up with another rule
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and left their good company.
We tried a couple of others, but none had a car
big enough for our party. Eventually, the Avis
(ay, already expensive) was able to supply a car
for really big money.
After a powwow with the Crew and some serious head scratching, we agreed to give in and
organized a vehicle for Sunday with full cover, so
crisis averted. It was the most expensive car we’re
ever likely to rent and only by sharing it amongst
six people was it just bearable. It did make the
average daily budget for all of us blow out quite
considerably. Anyway, eyes closed and think of
Oz.
The wind has picked up today and is expected to
blow for the next 24 hours so we will be keeping
Clio safely tucked in the harbour until Tuesday.
While the rest of the crew settled in for sundowners, at 5.00 p.m. Chris and Vanessa decided
to walk up the hill to the acropolis of ancient

Sami. According to Europe (that is her name)
the car rental agent, it is only 5 km. Two hours
later the girls were still trudging up and up ‘the
long and winding road’ when two Italian women
stopped in their car to ask the way to the Acropolis. They pointed straight ahead and said we
hope it is up there, they then watched longingly
as the car drove away, so on they trudged.
At last they reached the acropolis only again to
encounter the Italians. After wandering through
the ruins and taking photos, Chris offered to
take a photo of the Italians together and took the
opportunity to ask (beg) them for a ride back
down. With their limited English and Chris’s
non Italian language skills they managed to reach
agreement to give them a ride but only after all
four drove further up the hill to visit an ancient
Byzantine monastery.
This was such a treat for Chris and Vanessa as
they would never have made it up this far and
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and choppy sea. As they bought up their anchor
they caught the neighbor’s stern anchor and displaced it. So they had to release their dinghy and
take the anchor chain out again and reposition it.
In the meantime the cat had managed to catch
another chain from the other side of the harbour
and displace that one as well. The chap in the
dinghy who had been trying to get anchors back
in the right spots, had enough by now, threw his
arms in the air and proceeded to follow the cat
out into the choppy sea. Resulting in a very unhappy Belgian who had to now release his mooring lines and re-anchor in windy conditions.
Never a dull moment.

they would have missed out on seeing this amazing spectacle, not to mention the stunning views.
At 8.00p.m. Chris and Vanessa were safely and
very gratefully returned to Clio by the lovely
Italian pair from Pizza, just in time for a feast of
spaghetti Bolognese prepared by Wayde, thanks
heaps.
Soon after dinner Chris was fading fast and
retired for the night, while the rest of the crew
shared Pink Floyd music and conversation with
our English neighbours John and Carol who hail
from near Bath in southern England.

Sunday 18 June and we managed to get our
7-seater car this morning for the exorbitant price
of €215.00 ($320) for the day. Alternatively, we
would have had to hire two taxis for the day,
which would be at least as expensive. Anyway,
we picked up the car and were off to see the delights of Kefallonia. First stop the Melissani lake.
Chris and Francis had already visited it last year
with Chris’ sister Rhonda. This time we arrived
around 11 in the morning and the buses hadn’t
arrived yet. That meant that the Crew did not
have to wait for half an hour in a long queue but
could slip straight into one of the rowboats that
transport people around the underground lake.

Earlier in the afternoon all of the yachties
moored on the wall were treated to the usual
entertainment of anchor chain knitting when a
catamaran decided to go out in 25+ knot winds
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After the underground sightseeing we had some
coffee and did some souvenir shopping.
We then drove north through Efimia and up the
mountain to the very serene site of the Monastery Panagias where all had a sticky-beak. Unfortunately the monastery was closed so all we
could do is scout its perimeter.
More winding mountain roads and spectacular
views as we made our way to our lunch stop at
Fiskardo. Chris and Francis took the crew back
to the Panormas Restaurant that they had already
tried with the previous crew. Everyone was suitably impressed with the very creative and delicious menu of this delightful restaurant perched
on top of the water overlooking the entrance to
the bay.

Wayde organized a photo session with his
top-model Corrine on a lounge chair with the
beautiful Bay as a backdrop. Unfortunately, I just
missed the very gracious pouting performance of
our beloved model.
It was then time to walk off the excess calories
with a visit next door to the roman cemetery.
After Francis who has also caught the flu bug,
retreated back to the car for a sleep in air-con-
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ditioned luxury, Jon found himself a cool shady
spot to sit and contemplate the world and people
watch while Chris and Vanessa, Corrine and the
now recovered Wayde strolled out to the point
to see the ancient Venetian lighthouse and the
Byzantine church ruins.
Back in the car we headed down the west coast
and made the steep drive down the mountain to
the sandy Mirtos beach with awesome milky blue
water. Due to the high winds of the last couple
of days, the surf was up and none was willing to
risk venturing into the serious breakers dumping
on the shore.
Chris attempted a foot-paddle to check the
temperature of the water and was soaked by a
rogue wave. Vanessa who was busy photograph-
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ing Chris, did not notice that she too was within range and her shoes and trousers were also
dunked. After a fabulous day it was time to return to Clio for a light meal and more sleeping.

CLIO SALAD
C E RT I F I C AT E
This Certifies that

Monday 19 June and this morning we said farewell to John and Carol, our English neighbours,
as they head north. But not before we exchanged
emails and they invited us to visit them if we are
ever near Bath. We may take them up on their
offer!

Jonathan Olley
Has demonstrated all skills required to attain the title of
Clio Greek Salad Chef.

19 June 2017

Francis and Christine
CLIO SKIPPER AND FIRST MATE

DATE

CLIO
FA S T E S T W I N C H E R
This Certifies that

Wayde Chalmers
Has demonstrated the fastest time winching in Clio’s genoa, ever.

19 June 2017
DATE

A quiet day today as the crew do their last bit
of shopping and prepare for their departure
tomorrow morning. Over the past few days
Jon has been perfecting his Greek salad making
skills and today passed the skipper’s very high
standard of creating the famous ‘Clio Greek
Salad’ for which he was awarded the Certificate
of Achievement. As if that is not enough, he also

Francis and Christine
CLIO SKIPPER AND FIRST MATE

created a very nice quiche (for which he still
owes the Clio Cookbook a recipe). Skipper has
been restricted to his cabin for rest and rehabilitation from the inherited flu bug. That night we
enjoyed our final dinner with this great crew.
Its Tuesday 20 June and this morning we waved
goodbye to our second Crew as they make their
way to Athens and then on to more adventures
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to resolve tomorrow, when the other boats were
leaving. We tucked in early for a good night’s
sleep.
Wednesday 21 June: Francis has improved this
morning, so we collected our laundry and started to get things ready for moving on today. We
were visited by Earl Dagan who we had met on
Paros last season, he told us he had come in late
yesterday afternoon and moored on the other
side. After a chat he wanted to relocate onto the
wall near to us. As he pulled up his anchor we
soon realised it was him who had caught our
chain last night. After some maneuvering on
their part they were able to release our chain and
soon were tied up nearby.

in Scotland before heading home. We’ll miss
their great company and their ever-present help
as we’ll now have to carry the heavy load of our
endeavors here in Greece on our own. Thanks
guys for being such a model Crew, we couldn’t
have asked for a more enjoyable time.
After we farewelled our great Crew 2 on Tuesday
20 June, we headed back to Clio to commence
cleaning and sorting laundry. Once the washing
had been deposited at the laundry it was time to
have a rest. Francis is still full of flu so lots of rest
for him and it is Chris’s turn to make chicken
soup for a change.
Later in the day a yacht came in to moor on the
other side and picked up our chain with their
anchor. This is always a problem in these small
harbors with boats mooring opposite each other.
As our anchor was still holding us in place and
the chain tight we did not need to do anything as
we were still secure for the night and left this one

We went off to restock our supplies and when we
returned, another yacht was leaving, and again
our chain was caught up by their anchor. Well,
this was enough for skipper to get us out of there,
so we headed around the corner to Antisamos to
anchor for the night. Over the years our ratio of
days on anchor to days in port have gone up considerably. We often go weeks without tying onto
a quay and mainly go there to get water and fuel
these days. More chicken soup remedy tonight
for dinner.
Thursday 22 June, and we are now on our way
to Zakynthos, the most Southern island of the
Ionian (well, apart from Kythira way down
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South, around the corner, close to Cape Malea).
We visited the Zakynthos caves last year and one
of them turned out to harbour one of the most
stunning underwater scenery we’ve seen in the
Meds. We’ll go back tomorrow when there is less
wind.
We arrived in Ag Nikolaos in the afternoon
and tried to anchor outside with no luck, it was
relatively deep and the anchor wouldn’t hold. So
moved reluctantly to moor on the quay. We had
a strong cross-wind and first mooring attempt
resulted in not enough anchor chain out, so back
out again for a second try. Success second time,
although two Italians next door were not happy
claiming we had crossed their chain. By this time
the wind was even stronger and we were not
going to try again. We also believed that our anchor was straight out, so if we had crossed their
line it would have been because their anchor
was under an angle. We had enough and just
too bad we are not moving again and will sort it
out tomorrow when the first of us leaves. There
is some coincidence of /Italian boats and dra-

ma. And currently there are many Italian boats
around.
Friday 23 June
Well after all the fuss yesterday the Italians left
before us and no problems with crossed chains.
So we headed out after them and made our way
around the corner to the blue caves that we visited last year.
After we got a good anchorage Francis headed off
to explore with two cameras, a torch and sample
jars to enjoy the wonders of that cave. There is
one of the caves in particular he wanted to go
back to have another couple of mouthfuls of its
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whole town was destroyed in the 1953 earthquake and then reconstructed, but not so prettily.
It is very touristy with large party boats going to
and from the blue caves and shipwreck beach on
the other side of the island. Young people were
ferried in on buses in their hundreds and packed
onto the boats with music blaring all during the
day and into the night.
beauty. It was as stunningly pretty (at least for
him) as ever.
Small tourist boats just fit into the little cave and
sometimes they come in for 2 minutes to ‘show
people around’. It is a pity that they cannot enjoy
the real treasure of the life under the surface.
In the meantime, Chris stayed on board to keep
an eye out for the many day tripper boats coming
by. Once Francis returned it was Chris’s turn for
a quick look around ducking between the said
tripper boats.
After this delight it was time to make our way
south to Zakynthos town, close to the Southern
tip of the island, to tie up for the night. This

Saturday 24 June
When we arrived yesterday, we decided to have
two nights here in Zakynthos town and it was
time to bring out part of Clio’s tent to create
some shade over our saloon to cool things down.
Today is the beginning of a seven day heat wave
hitting Greece and the islands and we can feel
it. After rigging the partial deck tent, we were
disappointed to see that the tent maker had not
heeded our instructions to make this section to
fit from the mast back to the spray-hood and
it was not big enough to provide the shade we
wanted. So we braved the heat and headed in to
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town to find a hardware store and a tarpaulin.
Quite some wandering the back streets and a few
directions later we found a store and were able to
purchase a tarp for €11.
We thought we had earned a coffee and went to
one of the very many cafes along the front only
to get undrinkable coffee after waiting 20 minutes. Ah well, it can’t always be good.
Back on board, and once the tarp was in place
the temperature in the main cabin dropped a few
degrees and we were able to nap the afternoon
away comfortably (more or less, WHERE IS MY
AIRCONDITIONING!). We had some Aussie
neighbours come in this morning who are from
Perth over here sailing around for a month.
Sunday 25 June
Time to get away from this busy and noisy place
and head back to the mainland as we make our

way further south. We managed a nice easy sail
today for an hour or so taking us to Katakolou
where we anchored in the bay outside the harbour. The temperature here is only slightly better
than Zakynthos, but still in the mid-thirties.
Monday 26 June and while we were sleeping two
very large cruise ships had snuck into the harbour to unload their thousands of passengers to
get on buses to visit Olympia.
We also are surrounded under the water by
masses of jelly fish big and small, no swimming
today. We went ashore in Cloe and although we
went slowly it was impossible to dodge all of the
jelly as they all floated near the surface and a few
get caught in our propeller. Once ashore we had
a bit of a wander and considered booking a hotel
room for a few nights to hide out in air conditioning. We then sat with a coffee and watched
the thousands of cruise ship dwellers (there are
two ships now) flock past on their way to the
buses and buy mementos in the purpose-built
shopping street. Back on Clio the temperature
on the water swinging on anchor is considerably
cooler than on a quay somewhere, so we forgo
the hotel idea, for now.
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Tuesday 27 June, as the water is still packed with
jellys (fascinating to watch them swim and behave when getting in the shadow of the boat) we
decided to move on to Kiparissia, the next port
on our way to the Aegean, in the hope of finding
water we can swim in. After a very nice sail for
a couple of hours we pulled into the deserted
harbour bordered by a wasteland that gave us a
post-apocalyptic feeling.
We tied stern to on the wall next to the Italians
from Ag Nikolaus, not sure if they recognise us,
but they are friendly and helped us tie up, dragging us away from their boat (just to be sure),
all good. We have already spotted a turtle so
time for a swim to find some more. After Chris
jumped in and had a turtle encounter (she almost head-butted one), we waited until later in
the day before venturing into town to find somewhere to eat. It was quite a hike uphill before we
found the town square and partook of a pizza

while watching the children and families play
and converse the Greek way as the sun sets.
The differences between the social behaviours
here and in Australia are very visible. There is no
social, age or gender layering, everybody mixes
with everybody and people are talking to each
other instead of their ‘mobile device’.
It is very much a family event where three or
four generations sit at tables enjoying themselves
drinking coffee and soft drinks. Only occasionally do we see alcohol, and then mostly older
men in a small group, sitting and playing a game
of cards or just conversing.
Back on Clio we expected a quiet night in this
deserted place, only to discover that this is some
kind of kissing-point for couples to hang out
after dark. Cars, motor bikes and pedestrians
made their way up and down the quay for most
of the night. Ah well, biology dictates that life
has to procreate!
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Wednesday 28 June
On our way back to the Aegean the long way
around, south of the Peloponnesus. While Kiparissia is a very sheltered port, we decide to move
on to hopefully find somewhere a little more
peaceful for our next stop. Pylos is the next port
on our journey South, but it doesn’t have a very
good reputation (stinky, overfull, no amenities),
just another half-finished harbour. There are a
number of small ports here that have started life
with European Union money and left unfinished
and abandoned when the Euros ran out. Pylos is
one of them, we suspect.
On the way to Pylos we were surprised to see a
Disneyland-like castle along the coastline, apparently built by a Greek boy who made good and
returned from America to build the castle along
with other follies, for no apparent reason?
On the map there is an anchorage indicated on
the small island of Proti (sounds Italian, doesn’t
it). The pilot recommend it as a lunch stop,
but not as an overnight anchorage. One of the
reasons is that there is not much of a flat bottom,
but it keeps sloping up until the rocky shores of
the island.
After a very uneventful motoring trip (2 kts of
wind) and not too keen to go to Pylos, we de-

cided to have a look at Proti for at least a lunch
break and a swim. One way with dealing with
the sloping bottom issue is to bring a line to land
and drag an anchor uphill on the sloping bottom.
That sometimes works, so we try it here too. It
sort of worked as long as there is no wind. So we
decided to stay overnight and keep an ear out for
wind.
The bay here at Proti is lovely, overlooked by a
church to the Virgin Mary on the hilltop. The
snorkeling is great with lots of little coves in very
clear waters. Francis finds one of the biggest
tube worms he has ever encountered, so his day
is good too. It is so quiet here and with little
wind to worry about, so we just ran a couple of
lines ashore and settled in for the night.
Thursday 29 June: As Chris wanted to go ashore
today to explore the church and its surrounds we
will stay and enjoy this lovely spot for one more
night. There is a bit more wind coming into the
bay and the anchor is not holding very well, so
we decide to re-anchor. We tried a new trick
where we put the anchor line not at a right angle
to the shore, but at a much smaller angle. This
has the advantage that you can put the anchor in
shallower water (but closer to the shore. As the
shoreline curved a bit, we used the curvature to
still get the land lines on as straight an angle as
we could.
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ping (and had an ice cream) and to collect a dive
tank that Francis has ordered to ease his paranoia about stuck anchors in remote places and
ropes around the propeller fused into a Gordian
knot. Pylos is situated in Ormos (bay of) Navarino, and turning into the bay you pass many huge
grottos and a couple of natural arches, carved out
of the limestone rocks that form the entrance to
the bay.
It all worked well: the anchor dug in deep and
the landlines compensated for the different wind
and wave forces on the boat. Experiment successfully concluded!
We spent another day snorkeling in and out of
small and larger underwater caves and had a very
nice time.
The winds come and go quite regularly at this
part of the coast and during this season. They
start around midday, pipe up to between 15-25
kts and die off again around six or seven at night.
So by eight that night we enjoyed a very serene
sunset, augmented by a couple of drinks and dinner. We enjoy the peace and quiet very much.
Reluctantly we moved on this morning, Friday
30 June, to make our way to Pylos where we need
to fill Clio with diesel, do some groceries shop-

The port of Pylos is all that people say it is: an
unpleasant place. But we still needed diesel and
picking up the scuba tank. We were unable to
find a spot and after an altercation with a Greek
man who kept yelling at us not to take the only
available spot as it was HIS and a slightly irritated response from the (heat-wave affected)
skipper. A Swiss skipper offered to raft us, which
we gladly accepted. We had a nice discussion
about Europe, Greece and the World. As it turns
out, Switzerland already supports (apart from
a strong financial sector, chocolate and cuckoo-clock industry) FOUR national languages:
German (sort of), French, Italian and Romanish.
To make that a bit more interesting, the skipper
married a Spanish girl, so he has to deal with
five. His English was very good too!
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Historic intermezzo
The Bay of Navarino takes quite an important
place in the history of Greece’s independence
from three centuries of Ottoman (Turkish) rule.
In 1827 (as a result of the Treaty of London, a
combined fleet consisting of British, French and
Russia ships sailed (yes, still sailboats then) into
the Bay, where the main Turkish Mediterranean
fleet plus their N-African allies were anchored.
The allied forces won that battle convincingly
and pretty much destroyed the Ottoman fleet.
That was the beginning of the end for the Ottoman rule in Greece. A French expeditionary
force pushed the Ottoman and Egyptian forces
out of most of Greece and Russian forces pushed
the Ottoman army out of SE Europe. This all
came at a very good time as the Greek War of
Independence (1821-32) wasn’t going well for the
Greek at all. Anyway, Greece’s independence was
established by Treaty of Constantinople of May
1832.
End of Intermezzo

to leave the before mentioned hole. This marina has never been completed and the bottom is
fouled with old boats and mooring lines. The
water is green pea soup with the same consistency it seems, but a even less attractive odor.
As the heatwave had now kicked in, we wanted
to get back out asap to an anchorage which is
always cooler than being tied to land. So we took
off at 7 PM and motored for one hour to the bay
of Methoni and dropped anchor just outside the
break wall. The swell had picked up a bit during
the day and we had a bit of a rock and roll night.
But it was a huge improvement over Pylos.

We had planned to stay in Pylos for the night,
but after replenishing our supplies we decided
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Saturday 1 July
We’re still anchored outside Meltoni and we’re
expecting winds up over 30 knots starting on
Sunday and through Monday so we creeped in
closer to the beach this morning to tuck in behind the sea wall to minimize the rolling. Once
we had Clio’s anchor well dug in, we set off in
Cloe to visit ashore. On the way we checked with
our English neighbours to see if they had less
rolling last night and they confirmed that it was
much better in close where they were. Francis’
mainly inaccessible memory banks sent a message to his foreground processing unit that information was already in the data banks regarding
the couple on board and mumbled something to
that extent to the gathered crowd, but was met
by three pairs of denial-filled eyes. Anyhow, they
invited us for coffee which we agreed to on our
return from town.
Once ashore we set off in search of the nearest
supermarket, always a challenge in new places.
After lots of friendly directions, up the hill to
the right and about 300 meters on the right, we
were on our way. When we reached the turn off
Chris noticed the sign to the archeological site
of the Methoni Venetian Castle, so of course, we
had to have a quick look. The castle started its
life under Venetian rule (13-15th century) and

bits and pieces were added over the next couple
of centuries. The grand central entrance was
added around 1714 under the Second Venetian
rule, and the French (Napoleonic) expeditionary
forces replaced the wooden bridge over the moat
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with a stone one around 1828. As it turned out,
the castle was well worth the visit which was not
as quick as we thought/hoped it would be and
we both lost about four kilos each in fluid in the
heat.
On or return to Clio, we joined Andy and Kate
on their yacht for a tea and a very lovely long
chat. As it turned out we had met them in July
2015 on Samos, it was great to catch up with
them again. Silent glee from Francis’ processing
unit.
Tuesday 4 July: After relaxing on board for a
couple of days, more wind today so we are staying put. We went ashore to stock up on a few
more supplies, had a very nice lunch at the Hotel
Methoni followed by an ice-cream on the beach.
Once we were back on Clio, Kate and Andy (the
Freedom crew) came over to join us for beer and
wine o’clock. Again we very much enjoyed their
company and a great chat, then it was time to say
farewell as they head north tomorrow and we’ll
go south, until we meet again.
Wednesday 5 July and time to get ourselves in
gear. We got an early start today and make our
way around Cape Akritas.

Cape Akritas is one of the three capes (Tenaron
and Maleas are the other two) we have to round
to get to the Saronic Gulf. The rounding, nor the
Cape were very exciting as there was no wind
and the cape was really just a fairly low headland.
Koroni is a port beneath another Venetian castle.
The history of these places is as always fascinating.
History intermezzo
In 284 AD the Roman empire was divided into
a western and an eastern part. The eastern part
is also known as Byzantium, with Constantinople (now Istanbul) as its capital. Greece was part
of the Christian-controlled Byzantine empire
(as was modern-day Turkey, the Middle East
and NE-Africa). Constantinople was sacked in
1204 by the Fourth Crusade (Western European
army to liberate Jerusalem). On their way the
crusaders did a deal to restore a deposed emperor. In 1204 the crusaders, helped by Venetians,
captured and sacked Constantinople (which was
recaptured by the Byzantines in 1260). Any-
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way, why is this important for us? Because after
Constantinople was sacked, the Byzantine empire was divided up in a treaty, called Partitio
terrarum imperii Romaniae. The Republic of
Venice got most, many of the Western European
crusaders didn’t stay). In effect, the Peloponnese
became under Venetian rule. So that is why we
see Venetian forts all over the Greek coastal areas
and around the Peloponnesus. As the Venetians
didn’t occupy the Peloponnesus straight after the
treaty was signed, it was quickly taken by some
Frankish crusader, William of Chamlittle.
A couple of years later, in 1207, the Venetians
took possession of the Koroni and the Methoni
forts
End of intermezzo.

Thursday 6 July and yet another (the second this
month!) early start today. We have five hours of
motoring (still no wind to speak of) around Cape
Tenaron to get to our next stop in Porto Kagio.
As we neared the cape the wind on our nose got
stronger and gusted well into the thirties.

Just around the corner of Cape Tenaron and
very well hidden, is the entrance to a little bay
with Kagio at the end of it. It was great to tuck
into this lovely sheltered bay of Porto Kagio. As

We went ashore to do some shopping for essentials Thankfully we were able to replenish our
chocolate and good yoghurt supplies here. We
returned to our trusted water home and enjoyed
our trophy chocolate after dinner.
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the Meltemi seemed to have kicked in with a
vengeance in the Aegean and this is a very nice,
friendly, little natural harbour, we have decided
to stay here for two nights as we wait for an opportunity to round our final cape, Cape Maleas,
on Sunday morning. We spent the rest of the day
enjoying our surrounds and had the occasional
cat-nap.
Friday 7 July and time to explore today so we
took our inflatable Cloe around the bay to check
out the caves dotted around the bay. We managed to tie her to some rocks and dive in to snorkel about in a small cave where Francis happily
was able to get some great film footage of a not
so happy eel.

When we got back to Clio we discovered that
an Italian yacht had anchored way too close to
us and then had gone ashore. An anxious and
not too happy skipper paced the decks until they
finally returned and they were asked politely to
please move NOW! Thankfully there was no argument and they immediately moved and re-anchored in a much better spot for both of us.
To round off a great day we dined in one of the
tavernas on the beach, yummy smoked pork
risotto and complimentary fruit, love this place.

Saturday 8 July: Chris is being a real trooper,
once again rising before 9.00 am so we can get
to our next anchorage on Elafonisos before the
wind picks up. Elafonisos is a bay West of cape
Maleas and a good jump-off point to get to the
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Saronic. So we set off at 7.30 for a 3 1/2 hour
motor into a headwind. Again as we got closer to
the cape the wind and current got stronger.

When we reached Elafonisos we checked out the
second anchorage in Frangos and were delighted
to be able to anchor in beautiful clear blue water
off one of the rare sandy beaches in Greece. It
was a bit like a mini Bondi beach dotted with lots
of Greek bathers, sun lounges, shades and a life
saver.

Sunday 9 July

of very bad weather as a couple of high/low
systems seem to meet up there. People compare it with Cape Horn and Cape Good Hope,
so we were making sure we got around it in the
morning, when the chances of high winds are
the lowest. Luckily the weather was very mild
and the trip was actually quite pleasant. Cape
Malea consists of quite high mountains plunging

directly into the sea with steep rock-faces that
have their own beauty. One mile out from the
cape the depth is around 600m and the colour of
the water very deep, ink-like blue. Offset by the
amber and grey of the rock and the light-blue of
the Mediterranean sky, it is quite a picture! There
is a small monastery near the point and sailors
are supposed to wave at the monks as they pray
for a safe passage for all boats. So we did!

Today we hauled in the anchor at 6.30 and set
off to round the final Cape Maleas, our last cape
rounding. According to the many stories (and
the Met bureau), Cape Maleas is often the scene
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We were securely tucked into the Monemvasia
harbour before the winds picked up again that
afternoon. We were hoping to fill up our water tanks here as we had not been able to access
water since we left Kipperisia over a week or so
ago. When we tested the water and found it to
be very brackish (Total Dissolved Solids of 1440,
2.5 our standard of 600 for water) so we just have
to conserve what we have left in our second tank
for now.

The trip from Elafonisos Bay to our next port
Monemvasia was about 30NM, a bit over 4
hours.

History intermezzo
As many towns and castles of the Peloponnesus,
the island was besieged by Arabs and Normans,
taken out of Byzantine hands by the Latin Empire (a feudal Crusader state carved out from the
Byzantine Empire by the Partitio terrarum imperii Romaniae treaty) in 1248. It became back
in Greek (Byzantine) hands in 1262 and remain
Byzantine until 1460. As Monemvasia was quite
rich from the wine trade and more shady Levant
corsair (nice word for pirate) activities. The lower
town was sacked (nice word for robbed blind) in
1292 by a Spanish-based fleet (Crown of Aragon
composite kingdom) under the inspired leadership of the Italian admiral Roger of Lauria, who
now has deservedly a nice statue in Barcelona.
The Turks (Levant corsairs, remember) also had
some influence and re-instating some local dynasty after the Despot of Morea had taken over
the island. And so it goes on: the Despot took the
island again, offered it to the Turks, and sold it to

The old town of Monemvasia is glued against
the slopes of an island with fairly flat sides and a
very steep 100m high table-rock rising from the
middle of the island. On top of the rock there is a
castle, so a pretty strategic choice: easy to defend
and with commanding views over the sea and
the nearby land.
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a pope. The people of Monemvasia didn’t think
much of that pope and invited in the Venetians
in 1464 who ruled it until 1540. The Ottoman
Turks rules it until 1821 when it was liberated
by the Greek during the Greek war of independence. Games of Throne, eat your heart out!
End of intermezzo
Back to today’s reality. After finding a nice spot

along the quay, we went for a walk. Greece is
sweltering through its second heat wave in as
many weeks so after we treated ourselves to a
mango smoothie for Chris and coffee for Francis.
We caught the bus out to the gates of the ancient
(and very nicely restored) city where we set off to
explore the lower part of the ancient town which
has been restored and brought back to life with
many tourist shops and boutique hotels without
compromising the original structures and archi-

tecture. It is a magnificent place and we believe
one of the best Greek restorations we have seen.
See Wikipedia for history.
After wandering the cobblestone lane-ways for a
couple of hours we indulged in a couple of cold
wines in a nice air-conditioned bar and then
strolled back to a taverna near the harbour for
dinner. Sleeping was not an option before midnight as the heat of the day still lingers. The heat
will be with us for a while!

Monday 10 July and still in Monemvasia and
are now back in the Aegean Sea. Monemvasia
is the first port when you turn into the Argolic
gulf after having rounded three capes on our way
from the Ionian. We are expecting more wind
today we have decided to stay one more night
here. Chris headed off in the morning back to
the ancient city to climb up to the ancient ruins
and the beautiful Hayia Sofia (or Panagia Hodegetria) Byzantine church on the top of the hill. It
was a long slow climb in the heat, but well worth
the effort. The trek down was even slower as the
stone pathway has been worn smooth over the
many decades and was as slippery as ice in parts.
Meanwhile Francis had continued on his quest to
open a Greek bank account at the local national
bank, but no luck again, this branch is too small
to deal with our request, so we wait till we get
to somewhere larger, maybe? Another hot and
sweaty night in the 30’s degrees.
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Historic intermezzo
The castle-town of Monemvasia (mone=single,
emvasia=entrance) is built on an easily defended
small island-rock with only one bridge connecting it to the mainland and dates from around
580. The rock was separated from the mainland
by an earthquake in 375AD and it is Europe’s
only castle with continuous inhabitation into the
present.
It consists of three parts: a Byzantine castle-town
with a citadel on the flat top of the rock, and two
fortified enclosures making up the town lower
down. The upper town was the administrative
center and the place where the ‘nobles’ lived,
the lower town was the commercial center with
(work)shops, and houses for trades people and
seamen. Monemvasia has now 26 churches,
but it is said that there were around 40 ‘in them
olden days’. The superb restoration of (parts
of) Monemvasia’s lower town was part-funded
by the EU with a budget of almost half a billion
Euros. It is said that many of the ruined houses
were bought up by Germans restoring them into
beautiful summer houses. Looking at the perfect
restorations of most of the houses in the lower

town, we think that is a credible story.
Tuesday 11 July and time to get out of this hot
harbour as we moved onto the small port of
Ieraka (or Geraka), just a bit north of Monemvasia. The natural harbor there is well sheltered so
we gladly swung on anchor. On with the wind
scoop and Clio’s tarpaulin sun hat and things
cooled considerably, of course with lots of swimming as well.
Wednesday 12 July
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We haven’t been able to get any good freshwater
to fill up our tanks since we’ve started our trip
in Kiparissia on the Ionian coast, so we’re still
looking for fresh water that is not too brackish
(TDS<600). Our trusted Greek Pilot promises
fresh water from a coin operated machine in
Leonidio, the next little port north of Ieraka.
Along the way we stopped at Kiparissi on the Argolik Gulf (yep, confusing isn’t it) for a swim and
lunch and then set off again to Leonidio.

Eureka! Success at last, good (TDS 220) fresh
water for Clio’s almost empty tanks were filled
to the brim again. It was interesting though, the
machine claimed to provide 100 litre per €1, but
€3 later and our 250 litre tank was still not full.
But we don’t complain, as good water is precious
and for a few euro we are happy to replenish our
supply.
After a swim to cool off Chris was happily showering and washing her hair on the swim deck
when along came the Port Police wagging his

finger: ‘no washing outside’. So Chris retreats
to the indoor shower to complete her ablutions.
No, she was not naked on the deck so that was
not the reason, but pick your fights with the port
police only when really needed.
We spent the night in this lovely little port and
dined out at Michael and Margaret’s restaurant,
now run by their two sons. After our obligatory
visit to the port police to pay our port fees and
get the stamp in our transit log we made our way
back to M &Ms for a drink. Once they knew
that we were from Australia, the eldest son came
out with a bag of tomatoes and cucumbers from
their own garden because they have two uncles
who live in Australia. Love the generosity of
these people.
Thursday 13 July and on our way again, now
heading for the little port of Astros. Once we
were secured on the quay, the port tax collectors were on our plank to collect their fees. We
arranged for electricity as well, this was the first
port since Zakynthos that offered electricity
on the quay. Well, they allowed us to pay for
electricity, but it shut down after an hour or so,
with nobody in sight to correct the problem.
Our English neighbours were not on board so
the very officious Greek fellow asked Chris to
please advise the neighbours that they will return
tomorrow at 9:00 and they must not leave before
paying, yes sir!
We then went for a wander to check out the
very pretty town of Astros. As we were head-
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beach. It is a very popular touristy beach with
lots of music and water sports, but it is nice and
cool and the water is great for swimming. So here
we stay for three nights and lovely lazy days.
We are expecting some wind and weather today,
Sunday 16 July, as a very large depression covers

ing back Chris noticed flames in the vicinity of
Clio’s deck and had a bit of a panic attack. We
eventually worked out that it was not Clio on fire
but something burning on the quay behind her.
When we got back we happily realised that it
was the neighbour Nigel firing up his cob (charcoal-based little oven) on the bench on the quay
to cook their sausages for dinner.

Friday 14 July
After a visit to the supermarket we head out
again to get to the town on the other side of the
bay to find a sheltered anchorage so we can cool
off as it seems to be getting hotter by the day.
Along the way much excitement when we spotted a very large pod of dolphins heading in the
opposite direction to us, but much to our delight
three of them decided to break away and come
into our bow stream for a little play.
Drepanos Bay a bit south of Nafplion is a perfect spot to hang for a few days, anchored off the

almost the whole of Greece so we moved a little
further closer to the beach and behind a breakwater for a bit more protection. We settled in
for the night but by 2.00 the weather had arrived
and that was the end of our sleep. For the next
few hours the wind howled and Clio was tossed
around by some largish waves. Of course that
was when the Anchor Watch program on the
iPad chose to play up. It took some fiddling to
get it up and running again. To know how much
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you depend on something, take it away! But our
trusted Rockna anchor again served us well and
held on tight. The next morning there was a rich
email exchange with the makers of the program
who just updated to a new version.
Monday 17 July: Time to move and get ourselves onto the quay in Nafplion as this unsettled
weather is expected to be around for a couple of
days. We headed out just as storm clouds started
closing in again and tried to race them into the
harbour, past the castle on Bourtzi Island, and
we lost the race by about five minutes, but still
managed to get Clio secure, despite the wind and
rain. Experience is a good thing in these situations.

bour. Another windy day today so we just hung
out on Clio for most of the day. Francis headed
out to find a computer shop and managed to
lose his way and got to explore Nafplion far and
wide for an hour or two. But he was able to find
a small router (network thingy) that would allow
him to correct some problems with the Raspberry/Arduino-based system of sensors that keeps
track of a range of variables such as location,
speed, temperature, light, air pressure, boat pitch,
yaw, and roll etc..
After a very nice pizza lunch at one of the waterfront restaurants we spent the afternoon watching a flotilla come in to tie up. Our neighbours
turned out to be a bunch of Greek Cypriots
who have lived in London for many years. They
spoke with very British accents but sang very
nicely in perfect Greek. They were good fun.
It is still so hot so we set off to the town square to
again enjoy ice cream and watch the tourists and
Greek families promenading. The perfect dinner
in this weather.

We spent a couple of hours of drying up and
waiting for the rain to stop before heading out
to explore this very nice town and sample their
ice cream. It met with our full approval. The port
of Nafplio is known for its uncomfortable short
waves set up inside the large harbor basin by
NW-winds. Now just hoping for a relatively calm
night so to catch up on sleep for last night’s loss.
Tuesday 18 July and we slipped into Nafplio
port just before the storm hit yesterday, past the
Bourtzi water castle in the middle of Nafplio har-
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Wednesday 19 July
This morning we caught the open air bus (no
air-conditioning) to tour around the town and
up to the castle of Palamidi.
History intermezzo
The Palamidi castle on the 216m high very
steep rock, at least looking up from the sea. You
would think twice trying to attack it. On the
land side the landscape slopes much more gently
towards the fortress and allowed us to get there
after a comfortable bus ride. It was built by the
Venetians in only three years (1711-1714), and
already fell to the Ottoman Turks one year after
it finished. The castle consists of eight independent bastions, connected by walls. In 1822, early
in the Greek War of Liberation, the fortress was
taken by Greek rebels from the Turkish occupying forces, and proceeded to liberate the town
of Nafplion. The Greek converted the central
bastion of the fortress into a prison which was in
operation until 1926.
End of intermezzo
After spending an hour wandering around these
amazing ancient walls we caught the bus back
to the port and found the AB (alfa-veta) supermarket to replenish our supplies. We were very
unpleasantly surprised to find that this branch
did not sell the one-and-only brand of chocolate
(with hazelnuts).

After that disappointment, but much to Francis’
delight, we found an air-conditioned coffee shop
and sat for a very long coffee break, desperately
thinking of other things to eat or drink,
On our return to Clio it was time to get out of
this very bumpy harbour and so we headed back
to the anchorage at the beach around the corner

to spend the night.
Thursday 20 July and we moved on today making our way towards Kilada, stopping overnight
at Karatona Bay.
Friday 21 July
Arrived in Kilada today to check out the boatyard for Clio’s winter sleep. We also have some
papers being delivered by courier from Preveza,
part of the never ending quest to open a Greek
bank account.
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We anchored out in the bay behind a small private island which appears to be a holiday resort
for the rich and famous. People are transported
to and fro via helicopter and on a private barge
in large black vehicles with tinted windows.

this time to get online and organise our trip to
the UK in October, so now flights are booked,
car is sorted and we have accommodation for
our first night in Edinburgh. We decided on not
hiring a camper-van. Apart from being expensive, it is not easy to drive a camper-van over
the very narrow and winding roads in Scotland.
On top of that the suppliers often only accept a
UK driver license and often don’t even respond
to our emails. Stuff them! So a normal car and
B&B’s must do the trick. In the meantime we are
wistfully dreaming about being in the cold.
Monday 24 July
Still hanging about. This morning we took Cloe
to shore to explore the Franchthi cave.
We are still waiting for our parcel to be delivered
by courier. But unfortunately the courier was
again not able to deliver the papers within the
boatyards office hours.

Once we got ashore we were unable to locate the
courier office, according to a local they are not
in Kilada, we later discovered that the office was
located directly opposite this locals establishment???
We then walked around to the boatyard and had
a chat with the manager and checked out the facilities, particularly the chandlery which Francis
has declared the best organised in Greece.
The courier had already tried to deliver the
papers a couple of days before but failed because
they arrived after the office was closed. Arrangements were made with the courier to deliver our
package to the boatyard that afternoon, which
they did AGAIN after the boatyard closed at 4.00
p.m., so now we wait until Monday and try again.
Saturday 22 and Sunday 23 July
We’re trying to keep as cool as possible in this
heat that now regularly keeps over 32 degrees for
most of the 15 hour daylight period by putting
up a tarpaulin over the main part of the boat,
swimming and sleeping. We took advantage of

Tuesday 25 July
At last we are able to collect our package, after
Irene from the boatyard drove to the courier office and collected it for us. We will stay one more
night in this nice anchorage. We’re not at all in
a hurry as the Meltemi will be raging for at least
another month on the Saronic side.
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his best offer, 5 Euro above Francis’ ‘best offer’.
As this reduced the price of the batteries by 30%
we had a deal we had two large (180Ah) house
batteries as well, so now we are fully electrified
again.

Wednesday 26 July- August 2: On our way heading to Porto Cheli. After one and a half hour on
motor we arrived at this very pretty village. It is
a bustling bay filled with boats of all shapes and
sizes, many on mooring buoys and anchored, it is
a virtual floating boatyard.
We squeezed Clio between two big motor boats
on the town quay. This is a really nice spot and
we are happy to stay here for a week or so.
After three years of daily service, our three big
batteries are all on their last legs so the process
of replacement begins. The bow thruster battery
is connected to the house batteries and we don’t
like that. To separate them we need to replace
the current two-output battery isolator with the
three-output one we already bought ages ago
but hadn’t yet installed. So before we replaced
the bow thruster battery we need to extend the
charging cable for another 5 meters to reach the
battery isolator. Not a very nice job in this heat
but needs must. After that job was done, we
replaced the bow thruster battery. We got a good
price for an unbranded battery from the local
garage. But we also need to replace the two big
house batteries and it took a couple of negotiation trips to the garage. When we could not get
anywhere anymore and Francis walked out of
the garage, the owner called him back and made

It is bloody hot now, regularly around 35 degrees,
so there is very little activity happening. A local
came by selling fresh figs, so we treated ourselves
to fig, yoghurt and honey desert, yum. A Pakistan man came by selling his wares and after a
lengthy discussion he disclosed to Francis that
he had been in a ferry that had capsized and left
him partially paralysed down his right side, it is
truly heart wrenching to see the suffering that
some people have to endure while we really are
surrounded by so much luxury, including our
own.
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27 July 2017: Feedback from Sarah, Rob and
Alex

use to, but after a day we had it down pat!
When on the water the scenery is amazing, crystal
blue waters, volcanic ledges, mountains. Our most
favourite thing was stopping in port at a new destination, and going on land to explore.
Each island has it’s own personality. Christine
and Francis are the most amazing hosts, providing
special treats for morning tea and all the meals
were sensational!
This is truly the way to have a real holiday! Exploring the Greek islands. We wish we had experienced this towards the end of our journey as we
spent 2 weeks exploring many areas on land, this
was by far the best part of our holiday.
Thanks so much Chris and Francis for allowing us
to experience a trip of a lifetime!
Rob, Alex & Sarah

Sarah, Alex, and Rob were our first crew in
2017. They were on board for 7 nights (31/0507/06 2017) and we sailed about 110 NM (200
km) in that time. They joined us in Preveza and
we visited Syvota on Lefkada Island, Fiskardo
on Kefallonia Island, Atokos, Kastos, secluded
anchorage on Meganisi, Karnagio tavern in Vathi
on Meganisi, and back to Preveza via Lefkada
channel and floating bridge.
These are their memories, looking back on their
trip with Clio:
Magical, get your cameras ready!
From the moment you step on the boat you know
you are going to relax and forget about the hustle
and bustle of life. Time? What’s that??
The boat is so comfortable, a nice comfy mattress,
fantastic kitchen, the bathroom took a little to get
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Wednesday 2 August
After sweltering through the last few 35+ degree
days and with more strong winds forecast, we
have retreated in defeat to a hotel just around
the corner to recover in air-conditioned comfort
for a few days. We also had very sad news from
home yesterday learning of the sudden death of
a dear and very long-time friend. Enjoy, it’s later
than you think! Have one on us in the Elysian
Fields, Ton (1950-2017).

16 August 2017: Feedback from Wayde and
Corrine
Corrine, Jon, Vanessa and Wayde were our
second crew in 2017. They were on board for 10
nights (09/06-19/06 2017) and we sailed about
90 NM (170 km) in that time. They joined us in
Preveza and we visited Meganisi Island, Wasp
Bay and Kastos town on Kastos island, OneHouse Bay on Atokos Island, Vathy and Filiatros Bay on Ithaki Island, and Antisamos Bay
and Sami on Kefallonia Island. We rented cars
and toured around Ithaki Island and Kefallonia
Island.

Corrine & Wayde’s Clio Adventure - 10 June to 20
June 2017
As virgin international travelers we were excited but a little daunted by the prospect of a yacht
cruise around the Ionian Sea islands. It was very
reassuring to be traveling with our best friends Jon
and Vanessa who also knew Francis and Chris the
owners of Clio.
Did the cruise meet our expectations? Yes and far
exceeded them. Francis and Chris were very welcoming hosts, friendly and easy to get along with.
They were also very organised making the whole
process simple and enjoyable. Their knowledge of
the area and assistance with transport was invaluable in making the most of our time on board and
ashore. Helpful suggestions on each day’s sailing
in consultation with the crew (us) made sure we
saw and did a variety of what the area had to offer
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without feeling too rushed or stressed. There was
plenty of time for relaxation, reading, chatting and
just taking in the views. It was a fantastic stressfree holiday in a beautiful, rugged setting.
And now for a day by day description put together
from memory (it is now 2 months since we boarded Clio), diary notes and photos.

markets for fresh fruit and veg and also stocked up
on some local wine. We got all the colours; white,
rose, light red and dark red sold in 1.5 litre plastic
screw cap bottles. The whole lot cost 13 Euro so it
was obviously a good vintage

Arrival 9 June – Preveza
We arrived at about 6.30 pm local time after 21
hours in planes and 4 hours in a taxi (yes we
elected to taxi from Athens airport to Preveza to
save another three hours waiting for a six hour
bus ride). Needless to say we were very glad to be
there. Long haul flights are shit! We met Francis
and Chris who made us welcome, showed us our
cabins (roomier than we expected) and got us into
holiday mode with drinks and nibbles on deck
(woohoo).
A change of clothes and freshen up, then a wander
around the Preveza waterfront cafes and restaurants for our first taste of local cuisine. Ventura
was the restaurant selected and a fine choice it
was. The food was delicious, the company excellent
and a fun evening was had by all. Back to Clio for
sleep in a bed!
One thing we would have to get used to is the long
days. Sunrise was around 5 to 5.30 am and sunset
not until around 9 pm.
Day 1 10 June – Preveza, Meganisi
The first morning of our cruise started with a long,
early-morning walk along the shoreline of Preveza. We were getting a feel of how the locals lived.
This was a Saturday so it was pretty quiet. Amazingly we came across plenty of Eucalyptus trees
so in some ways it was similar to coastal areas in
Australia. The local architecture is unique though
so you soon come back to reality. We were on the
other side of the world in Greece! Wow!
Then it was off on a shopping expedition with
Chris to stock up on supplies. We visited the local

There was one hiccup in our plans before we left
Preveza when Wayde went to get some cash from
an ATM with one of our cash cards. When he
entered more than the daily cash limit the machine withheld the card. He was not happy but
it was Saturday and there was nothing we could
do. Luckily we had Corrine’s card which accessed
the same funds so all was not lost. We would be
careful in future and do transactions on week days
in case there were any further issues.
We left Preveza around midday for our first bit of
on water travel and motored over to Lefkada in
perfect time for the hourly bridge opening (great
navigating Francis) to allow us to traverse the
channel and make our first anchorage and swim in
the Ionian Sea. It was colder than we expected so it
didn’t take long before we were back on board for a
quick warm shower and a spot of lunch.
Next stop, a quiet anchorage on the island of
Meganisi, for our first night away from port.
Chris made Spanakopita for dinner (yum) and we
washed it down with some local wine (drunk for
effect, not taste). Sleep with the gentle rocking of
the boat and lapping of the waves. Francis was not
confident of our anchor security so he had a late
night keeping watch while the rest of us slept on.
Day 2 11 June – Kastos
Our first snorkelling was at Wasp Bay, a short motor from our last anchorage. After an orientation
presentation from Francis about what we might
see we donned our gear and gave this snorkelling
thing a shot. It was amazing. Thanks to Francis’
tips Corrine and I had a blast. Watching fish in
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their natural environment was such a wonderful
privilege. The water was so clear you could see to
quite deep. Wayde wasn’t too confident with duck
diving but even just floating along gave stunning
views of the flora and fauna. The fish were not too
bothered by our presence.
There was a lot of light hearted ribbing about
Francis’ Powerpoint presentation about the local
flora and fauna but we thought it was excellent. It
was exciting comparing what each of us had seen
after each snorkelling excursion and the reference
books on board aided identification of the species
seen; a real highlight of the cruise.
We moved on to anchor at Kastos. The wind was
picking up, so a planned dinner ashore in the
village became Jon’s Frittata on board with more
wine. We were anchored outside the harbour so
the trip in on the tender boat (Chloe) would be a
bit dodgy in the choppy conditions. It was amusing watching some other boats try to gain a secure
anchorage in the increasing blustery conditions. It’s
part of what you do for entertainment as a yachty.
Clio travel tip: If you go to the loo at night don’t
wash your hands. The water pump is very noisy
(deliberately) and you will wake every one.

Snorkelling revealed some red starfish and Parrot
fish along with many other species common to the
area. It was a popular spot with at least a dozen
other yachts anchored in the small bay.
After lunch it was time to head for our overnight
anchorage in the port of Vathy on the island of
Ithaca (locally, Ithaki). We plan a two night stay to
do a day trip on the island and re-stock groceries.
Dinner was at a local restaurant on the waterfront; Greek cuisine of course. Highlights were the
Pork with mustard and the Mushrooms with Blue
Cheese. We are beginning to think that Greek wine
is not to our palate as we have had none that we
would rate.
Wayde was not feeling well with a bit of temperature this night. It was time for drugs (Panadol
and cold and flu tablets) so thankfully we were in
Vathy and had access to a Chemist.

Day 4 13 June – Vathy (Ithaca)
We hired a seven-seater van and the six of us
set off to explore more of Ithaca onshore. Wayde
was down with the flu but soldiered on. We were
following Odysseus’ trail on Ithaca (one of Jon’s
interests) so we explored the ruins of his palace
first up. This involved some steep bushwalking and
Day 3 12 June – Kastos, Atakos, Ithaca (Vathy)
an encounter with some of the local goats who
It was a beautiful morning and we took a trip
enjoyed some spectacular views from the elevated
ashore at Kastos for breakfast and a walk around
positions on the walk.
the village. There was a funeral at the local church. Lunch in Stavros (?). Very nice; calamari, Lamb
We wondered what the locals did for a living in
Moussaka, Greek salad and house special fish
this little village on an island in the Ionian. It
baked with spices and currants (amazing). Corseemed like a quiet slow-paced kind of place.
rine visited the church in Stavros and lit a candle
From Kastos we had our first sailing experience as for her Dad. It was very serene.
we headed to the uninhabited island of Atokos for The roads are sealed but narrow and winding.
more snorkelling along a spectacular rock face and Negotiating your way through some of the little vila visit to the little chapel on the island. The girls
lages can be a bit of an adventure with lots of very
went to the chapel on Chloe while the boys snornarrow streets and limited places to park. Other
kelled. Under sail it was so peaceful and Wayde
road users are pretty friendly and relaxed about it
got to exercise his muscles on the winch furling the all. Huge thanks to Francis who was our driver on
head sail. Francis and Chris reckon he set the rethe islands. The Aussie crew decided that driving
cord but we think they were just humouring him.
on the wrong side of the road on these roads would
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not be safe with any of them behind the wheel.
We stopped for a swim at a little pebble beach then
drove back to Vathy for dinner of pizza and wine.
The views from the mountainous terrain were
awesome and we had to stop a couple of times for
photos.
We marveled at some of the expensive and massive
motor boats (stink boats as Chris referred to them)
that are around the ports and anchorages as well
as the myriad of other yachts. It is obviously a very
popular holiday activity in these parts and the
ports on each island rely on the trade to survive.
Tourism is the main industry and for us newbie
Oz travelers it was a relief that nearly everyone
spoke enough English for us to have no trouble
chatting to the locals.
Day 5 14 June – Vathy, Filiatro
We still have the van till midday so the crew did
some more exploring of a Byzantine Church near
Vathy. Wayde was still under the weather so decided to sit this one out and rest on Clio. Corrine
takes advantage of some land-based public shower
facilities with plenty of hot water as a treat from
the on-board bathroom (functional but not spacious or luxurious).
Travel tip: wet wipes also make a great alternative
to a shower when there is limited hot water. Maybe
not recommended for a cold climate but in Greece
in summer they work fine.
After some last minute shopping, we left Vathy
at midday for a short hop to Filiatro beach and
a quiet anchorage just off the tourist beach. We
are getting to know the process of anchoring at a
beach or inlet and Francis and Chris do it very
well. There is time for some more swimming and
snorkelling (2 red starfish and stacks of other fish
varieties. We are treated to the sights of a yacht
that anchors nearby and the German crew are
partial to a bit of naturalism. We trust they have
applied sunscreen in the right places.
Dinner on board tonight was a delicious combina-

tion of aubergine, chicken, bacon, tomato, potato,
garlic and oregano. With wine and Retsina to
wash it down it was another day in paradise.
Day 6 15 June – Filiatro, Antisamos
Corrine was up early watching the sunrise over the
sea. After breakfast we moved the island of Cephalonia (Kefallonia locally); one of the big Ionian
islands. Our first anchorage was at Antisamos
beach. This is one of the tourist beaches accessible from the port of Sami. Chris refers to it as the
Greek Riviera. We anchor a little away from the
main beach and enjoy some more swimming and
relaxation.
Wayde seems to be recovering finally and even
goes for a short swim in the afternoon. We have
a nice chat to a couple from Ireland in the yacht
anchored nearby. Fried rice for dinner and a very
peaceful night’s sleep.
Clio travel tip: Peeing off the back of the boat at
night is fine and much more convenient than the
toilet. Not recommended if tied up in port though;
better for secluded anchorages. Ladies need to
hang on tight to avoid falling in !
Day 7 16 June – Antisamos, Sami
After a morning swim and breakfast at Antisamos
we decide to move around the corner (literally) to
the port of Sami. There is a prediction of storms
and high winds coming in the next day or so and
Francis suggests we would be more comfortable in
port rather than at anchorage in Antisamos bay.
Once we dock we go for sight-seeing walk with Jon
and Vanessa around the town of Sami. We have
lunch at a waterfront restaurant and sample some
local Kefallonia beer. It is better than the wine.
Chris tells us of a beach with shower facilities so it
is off to the beach for a swim and a shower.
Dinner is at the Mermaid restaurant including
stuffed tomatoes, lamb in paper, beef and tomato
and chips! Nearly every dish comes with chips we
have noticed at most restaurants. Is this a Greek
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thing or is it just for us tourists?
We head off for a coffee before going back to Clio
and while is videoing some local musicians singing
and dancing ‘Zorba the Greek’ Corrine is encouraged by the singer to join in. She tried to get me up
as well but I just laughed and enjoyed the show.
Day 8 17 June – Sami
We planned to get another van for a day trip
around some of Kefallonia but due to insurance
issues with the rental company we cannot get one
without an international license. We tried with
Avis Budget but they had to get a seven-seater
from their other office and it would not be available till tomorrow. It was also very expensive but
we decide there is little option if we want to see
Kefallonia so we book it and spend another quiet
day in Sami.
The winds are really howling across the bay so it
is just as well we are in shelter of port. Sami port
is very crowded as many boats make for shelter
today. As it turned out the storm didn’t eventuate;
just some strong winds and very choppy seas.
With shops available Wayde rounded up ingredients for Spaghetti Bolognese for dinner on board.
Unfortunately it appears Francis has contracted
the same lurgy as Wayde (sorry!) and he hits the
bed early with drugs.
Day 9 18 June – Sami, Fiskardo, Sami
Today is a day trip by car to Fiskardo in the north
of Kefallonia. We visited the cave at Melissani and
wandered around a monastery with some amazing views on the way there. The port of Fiskardo
has many shops and restaurants all clustered
around the waterfront.
Lunch was at Panormos restaurant on the entrance to the harbour. Wonderful views from the
terrace and excellent food made for 10 out 10
experience. Right next door was a Roman burial ground which we explored. The history of this
country is hard to comprehend for us coming from

Australia with its short history since white settlement.
Francis retired to the car for rest (still not well),
Jono took a breather in the shops, while the rest
of us went for a bush walk to a Phoenician Light
house and monastery ruin. After gelato it was
back to the car for the return journey via Mirtos
Beach. This is on the western coast of Kefallonia
and has real waves unlike most of the protected
waters of the islands we had visited so far. With
the high winds the waves were smashing in so we
didn’t swim. The water colour here was wild; a
really light milky blue. The island is very mountainous and the views down to the beach were
stunning on the way in.
It was a scratch dinner on board. Everyone retired
early so we sat on deck till twilight (nearly 10 pm).
Day 10 19 June – Sami
Chris had found an easy way to get us to Athens
for our flights to Edinburgh on the 20th. We could
catch a bus in Sami at 7 am and it would drive to
Poros. The bus then went by ferry (with us) to the
mainland at Kolini and then by road to the main
bus terminal in Athens. From there we could catch
a bus to the airport. Simple!
The early start tomorrow meant it was not practical to move to another anchorage so we had another day in Sami. Corrine went to the hairdresser
for a wash and blow dry. Intermittent and short
showers did not make for good hair care. We sorted out the packing for the next part of our adventure and generally had a lazy last day on board.
Many boats left that morning as the weather had
abated so the port was quiet. Our farewell dinner
was at one of the waterfront restaurants with the
crew in their Clio crew shirts. The end of the cruise
was nigh.
Farewell 20 June – Sami
We say goodbye and many thanks to Francis and
Chris. They have been wonderful hosts and guides
on our cruise. It has been a brilliant experience
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that we have thoroughly enjoyed. We thought it
was a great balance between activity and downtime and we got to see a good cross section of the
kinds of things available to do in the islands.
Our trip to Athens went as planned without a
hitch even though the bus driver chose to speak no
English. We managed to wing it without a problem. Our first international holiday was one to
remember for all the right reasons.
End of review

Sunday 6 August, and after four days and nights
hiding out in the air-conditioned Hotel Rosso in
Porto Cheli it is time to come back out into the
heat and make a getaway from the Porto Cheli
oven. It was not a quick getaway as we discovered our chain had become entangled with the
mooring anchor connected to our neighbours
motor boat. After some jiggling with our anchor-chain-untangle-hook we managed to free
ourselves and made our way to the SE-coast of
the island of Spetses, called Pityoussa in ancient
times. Quote from Wikipedia: “In the 15th
Century, the Venetians named the island Spezia

(“Spice”) for its position on a major trade route;
over time the name was Hellenised to Spetsai(Spetse/Spetses)”.
Spetses also played a major role in supporting
and funding the Greek War of Liberation (18211832), liberating Greece from Ottoman (Turkish) occupation. It resulted in the First Hellenic
Republic, after some heavy-handed intervention from the three then Great Powers (Britain,
France and Russia).
We anchored and ran a line ashore in a small
sheltered bay opposite another private island
called Spetsopoula (Little Spetses).
Trivia: This one is owned by descendants of
Stavros Niarchos, a Greek shipping magnate and
multi-billionaire in the same class as Aristotle
Onassis. He was married five times, Charlotte
Ford (indeed of the car magnate Henry II) once.
Apparently 40% of his former wives died of overdoses. His company operated more than 80 tankers worldwide at one time, helped by the Suez
crisis and rapidly increasing need for oil, highly
prized commodity. The island is, of course, a no
go zone for the likes of us.
Apart from the multiple charter boats that
swarm in for their lunch stops we are, along with
one other yacht tied up on the other side, alone
in this very lovely peaceful spot and a very nice,
though not very eventful, snorkel site.
Tuesday 8 August, and after two nights hanging
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a lovely restaurant seated right next to the water.
A delicious dinner a few glasses of Prosecco for
Chris and live entertainment by a young woman and her guitar guaranteed a most enjoyable
evening. After loading ourselves back into our
trusted inflatable Cloe, Chris ably shone our light
and pointed our way back to Clio for another hot
night.
about on Spetses we are moving further along
the Peloponnese coast, we are now back in range
of the Meltemi and we need to
take shelter from the strong North
winds for the next few days. We
drop anchor in the bay outside the
harbour of Ermioni.
So now we are not only dealing
with the third heatwave to hit
Greece this season, but a very hot
and gusty wind as well. Francis has
opted to sleep outside in the cockpit
for the last few nights and Chris has
also finally reached the conclusion
that it is a better option than sweating it out in the cabin as the night
time temperatures do not drop
below 30 degrees C.
Wednesday 9 August: after a day of being blown
in circles in strong gusts we managed to head
ashore for a very nice 20th anniversary dinner in

After another very windy day yesterday, the gusts
have finally settled today Friday 11 August, and
we got ashore to stock up on supplies and then
head out to continue our journey
direction the sheltered anchorages
of Poros. We found a nice anchorage on the southwest side of Ydra
(or Hydra) that we had all to ourselves. Because it is a bit of a small
cove it was necessary to run a line
ashore so Chris dived in and swam
a line to a suitable rock to secure
us to. Unfortunately a sea urchin
was sitting (if not sneakily hiding)
under the water line on the rock
exactly where Chris tried to grab
a handhold. Instead she copped a
palm full of urchin spikes, ouch.
Once we were settled Francis swam
out to check our anchor only to discover that
the chain had managed to get itself under a large
rock wrapped around a smaller rock and the
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Very Happy 62nd Birthday Chris
anchor was sitting on a rock bed. It is all very
secure and we are not expecting wind tonight so
we will deal with it tomorrow.
This is a lovely spot for swimming and snorkelling after a couple of weeks in murky water
this is a treat.
Early rise today, Saturday 12 August, while there
is no wind we want to see if we can disentangle
our chain and raise anchor without too much
drama. (Trust me I’m a)Skipper is very calm
and assures Chris that it will not be a problem
and he has a few strategies in mind. Much to
Chris’s relief the first strategy worked brilliantly.
We moved up over where the chain had slipped
under the rock and by gently turning Clio and
slowly hauling in the chain it freed itself and our
anchor was free. Whew!
So we moved on a bit further along the mainland
coast and stopped at another very nice spot off
the end of the island of Spathi. More beautiful
water and caves to explore. We had lunch and
a swim before it filled up with boats, we then
headed out for Poros in our search for water.
Anchoring in Monastery Bay just off the beach a
lovely spot.

Pressie: Return ride for two on the Harry Potter train (Jacobite Express)
between Fort William and Mallaig.
First Class, of course, and Jacobite High Tea

Francis
Sunday 13 August, and it is Chris’ birthday today
and such a lovely relaxing spot to celebrate. We
enjoyed a quiet day topped off with a nice glass
of chilled Prosecco and leftovers for dinner.
Cheers!
Monday 14 August, Monastery Bay.
During the little snorkel to take some underwater photos of the anchor and chain situation
two days ago, the camera’s underwater housing
got partially flooded due to a small piece of the
lanyard that got caught between the housing and
the waterproof seal. A very quick rescue mission was able to save the underwater housing
electronics, but a couple of drops of salt water
also had gotten into the camera. After taking
the whole camera apart today and cleaning the
affected areas, disaster strikes when putting the
camera together again. One of the very tiny
strip- connectors was ruined by the tweezers
stripping the metal of it, rendering the whole
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off to the laundry and after another very warm
day we went out for a belated birthday dinner
for Chris. What a treat Chris enjoyed very much
We are low on fresh water and it would be nice to a steak fillet with creamy mushroom sauce, the
first steak since leaving Oz. Yum.
hook up to shore power again after many weeks
of relying on our trusty solar panels that limit
During our dinner a marching band came by
exorbitant use of one of the bigger computers
with drums beating and the church bells were
on board. We were not sure about being able to
busily ringing. It is Saints day of the Virgin Mary
get a spot on the quay in this very busy harbour
(Panagia in Greek orthodox religion) tomorrow
of Poros, but we got lucky and snuck in next to
and the celebrations have commenced. As we
a Canadian yacht right in front of a power and
water box. Francis radioed the port authority to walked back to Clio we followed the procession
organise power and water only to be told the sad making their way to the church which is 100
meters from Clio. We then settled in to listen to
story that Poros has a water shortage which has
chanting and singing being blasted out over loud
been going on for three weeks. In the pecking
speakers very late into the night.
order of hotels, houses and businesses, yachts
were at the very bottom of the list and they have
The bells and the chanting started up again early
decided to not provide any water to tourist’s
boats. This was disappointing (annoying) as our this morning, Tuesday 15 August, and as we
really need to get water soon, it is time to move
tanks are almost empty and we were really hopon again. Our laundry was delivered from the
ing to give Clio a well-deserved wash of weeks
wonderful Mary’s Laundry who did a fantastic
of salt-crystals accumulating on her decks. Oh
job. The man who delivered gave us a rundown
well, we do what we can.
on the water situation and the nonsense of buSo Chris packs up all our washing and takes it
camera useless. You win one, you lose (an expensive) one.
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reaucracy and their failings to provide adequate
services, and we assured him that this does not
only occur in Greece. After some discussion we
lifted our anchor and made our way to Aegina in
our quest for fresh water.

with our Dutch neighbours who gave us a bit
of a rundown on how things work here. If you
have followed our blog you would know that
everywhere we go the systems and processes are
different keeping it interesting.

We have arrived on the Saronic side of the Peloponnesus a bit earlier than we’d planned and are
now faced with a couple of weeks of ‘treading
water’ (hopefully not literally) before we go onto
land to winterize Cleo on Aegina island (close to
where we are now) and start out trip to the UK.
We don’t want to go further east into the Cy-

Francis immediately got out the water tester and
although it is not as good as the water in Porto
Cheli, it is good enough. After some confusion
about whether the water is free or not another
neighbour explained that he had paid for the water that was being used by the Dutch charterers,
but he was happy for us to also help ourselves.
We thanked him for his kind offer but Francis
headed off to the Port Authority office to check
us in and pay our dues. We need to be here until
Sunday so we paid the port fees and secured our
own tag for water and electricity.
As we are in a spot reserved for charter boats we
are advised that we need to vacate this spot before Friday when they are expected to be coming
back in. So we filled up Clio’s thirsty water tanks
and settled in for the night, after a visit to town
for pizza.

clades as we would wander further into Meltemi
country, so we decide to do some more in-depth
enjoying of the Saronic region such as anchorages around Poros, Pallia Epidavros, Agistri, Aegina etc..
We arrived in the busy port of Aegina on Tuesday 15 August and after scanning the crowded
quay we were directed to a pontoon, usually
occupied by charter boats, by the harbour diver
who we think is kept well occupied disentangling
anchors from mooring lines and each other. We
gladly tied Clio to the pontoon and used the
available lazy line, happy not to have to throw
our anchor into the snake pit of other anchor
lines and laid lines. Once settled we had a chat

On Wednesday morning (16 August) Chris was
on lookout for anyone moving off the quay so
that we could move to a non-reserved spot. It
was not long before she spotted activity on a
yacht located in a perfect spot with access to
power and water. So it was all hands on deck
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While in Aegina we have enjoyed trying out
several gelato shops and eating their very tasty
pistachio for which the island is famous.
On Sunday after we have stocked up on pistachio
nuts and ice cream we gladly leave behind the
heat and bustle of the harbour and make our way
to an anchorage on the SW-corner of Agkistri,
where we also stayed last season. It was a beautiful night with cool breezes and we sat on the
swim deck watching the lights in the sea.

and we very quickly moved over and grabbed the
spot. Since getting this spot we have observed
that these vacancies are rare and fill very quickly.
Now it was time to get to work, and we spent the
next four days giving Clio the full spa treatment
including head and foot massages, until she is
sparkling in the hot Mediterranean August sun.
Clio will be having her winter sleep here on Aegina and now that a lot of this work is done, we
will have a little less to do when she crawls onto
the land.
On Saturday (19 August) afternoon we jumped
in a taxi to go visit the boatyard where she will be
stored. While it is a small boatyard with limited,
but sufficient, amenities we were impressed with
the setup and after meeting the owner and Wim,
the Dutch yacht repair shop owner on site we
were confident that she will be in good hands.

Monday 21 August till Sunday 27th of August.
After a calm night the wind has picked up this
morning and we are getting tossed around in
the swell, funnily enough exactly the same thing
happened when we were here last time. So Chris
jumped into the water to release our land line
and we headed back towards Poros for better
shelter from the Meltemi predicted to blow for
the next week or so.
We made our way into Vidhi Bay under our first
overcast sky in quite a while. Nicely protected
here we dropped anchor near to a ship that had
run aground, a sombre reminder to always keep
a wary eye on that depth gauge!
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We hang about here until Saturday (26 August)
in what appears to be a water-ski ground, so
there is no shortage of entertainment or bow
waves of speedy boats with people hanging on
for dear life dragged at high speed behind them.
Ozzie sharks would have a field day here.

little anchorage, very quiet with clear water for
swimming and snorkelling and no buzzing speed
boats, so here we stay. As our season is winding
down, so too are we. With lots of reading, Chris
is doing more than her bit in supporting Amazon
shares, watching our favorite ABC shows and
Chris is still working on the never ending cross
stitch (thanks Kylie and James), that is in between swimming and sleeping, of course. Skipper is doing odd jobs and enjoying the occasional South Park. And we roll with the swell handed
to us.

As our supplies are running low on Saturday
we made a run into Poros to get some laundry
done and visit the supermarket. Anchored out
from Naval Bay at a fully occupied anchorage, it
was a very windy and uncomfortable night with

many close neighbours. So after collecting our
laundry early Sunday morning we hightailed it
out of there and headed back to Vidhi Bay. On
the way we spotted a small cove just before the
water-ski park so decided to check it out. Perfect

Monday 28 August
We hung peacefully behind our anchor in the
little cove in Vidhi bay, enjoying this very nice
spot for almost a week. It is well sheltered from
Meltemi attacks, devoid of speedboats towing
water skiers, and has nice water for swimming
and snorkeling. These are the really nice times
to be on board. Everything works, enough water
and supplies and things to entertain us. And nobody to interrupt the peace and quiet!
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with natural Sulphur (thus betraying its volcanic
origin) which both stinks and tends to dissolve
the galvanizing zinc layer protecting the steel
anchor chain from rusting. So we won’t go there.
On the other side of Methana island is a small
(originally fishing) port of Vathy that looks much
more attractive. The catch is that we have to go
around the whole island to get there. We did
not get water in Poros (bad quality, hard to get)
and we needed to find an alternative soon. So
we motored around the island of Methana to the
small harbour of Vathy in the hopes of filling our
water tanks.

On Friday (September 1) it was time to replenish
our supplies again, so back to Poros to the mainland for a quick supermarket stop. We anchored
pretty much in the middle of the channel between Poros island and the mainland, which
did not gain a lot of approval of the little water
taxis connecting both sides. After a quick-march
round of the shops collecting the items on the
shopping list, we got back on board within the
hour so to minimize the naval disruption our
home-on-the-water caused the local transporters.

When we arrived, the small port was pretty
much filled to the brim with flotilla boats. But
we were lucky again, one boat was just leaving so
we managed to squeeze into a space in between
the other flotilla boats made up of English families on their summer holiday. Back in civilisation
again it was a good time to sit in the taverna and
watch the kids enjoying the water while we enjoyed a wine and a Barbayanni ouzo (since 1860,
and soft on hangovers).
The peninsula of Methana (they cling to the
more tourists-enticing title of ‘island’) is just
around the corner. We know that the main port
on the East side of the island (also called Methana to keep it simple) has terrible water. It is laced

Saturday 2 September and the flotilla left this
morning and peace was restored, be it for a very
short time before we were joined by another flotilla. This time bearing 50 Israeli marine biology
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students who were also completing their skipper course, including a mandatory ‘101 Heavy
Drinking of Alcoholic Beverages Early in the
Day’ (HDABED) examination. Later in the day
some of the young men joined us on Clio and
Francis enjoyed very much discussing marine
critters with them and testing their (mostly failing, possibly due to their very diligent study for
the 101 HDABED course) knowledge.

Meantime there was a party happening on the
other side of the very small harbour, lots of
young Greek men who were celebrating a wedding (we think) by shooting shotguns into the
hill above us and by throwing fireworks/dynamite into the water among the small fishing
boats. This went on for a few hours and it was
a very noisy afternoon as the Israelis consumed
still more alcohol and the Greeks increased their
explosives, lots of fun. The Israeli were slightly jumpy at the sounds of explosions, we don’t
know why.
We were also puzzled by a girl being left for
considerable time high up in the mast of one of
their boats. She didn’t mind, it seems, as she took
what must have been 1500 selfies in the two or so
hours before she was lowered again. Possibly also
part of the Skipper coursework?

Eventually all the Greeks headed out in their cars
honking horns all the way and the Students visited the nearby Taverna to enjoy their last dinner
and honour’s-level drinking before returning to
Athens tomorrow. We decided to make our way
around to the quieter part of the harbour to feast
on very fresh seafood sitting out on the small
quay.
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Sunday 3 September, and we bid farewell to our
Israeli friends this morning and all is quiet again.
The fresh water here is very good quality (TDS
120!) so we will fill our tanks this evening and
stay one more night. We also enjoy a couple of
very nice snorkeling expeditions just outside the
little port.
Monday 4 September
Time to leave this nice little spot so after disentangling our anchor from our neighbours, we
crossed the bay to an area close to Pallia Epidavros to snorkel around the sunken city found just
off Kalymnios beach in 1-2m of water.
We could not find much info on the history of
the site, but it may be a sunken Mycenaean villa,
part of a city that sunk under the waves some
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3500 years ago due to a volcanic eruption on
Methana. We could not find more reliable information.
Chris spotted lots of flying fish along the way.
Anchored in this great spot we are soon surrounded by beautiful fried egg jellyfish (Phacellophora camtschatic) and after checking out
the sunken city Francis has a great time swimming with and filming the jellies which have
magnificent blue tentacles and little fish (young
horse-mackerel maybe ) that dart in and out of
the tentacles.

Against skippers better judgment we caved into
laziness and opted to stay put for the night. Although there was little wind the swell picked up
during the night and we were rolled about a bit.
Will he ever learn not to anchor at such exposed
spots?

ed opening giving access to the ‘inner’ bay. The
banks are probably the reason for the poor water
quality inside that part of the bay as water would
stagnate inside. The town is also not one of the
skipper’s favourites, so we’ll get out early next
day to a much more attractive anchorage, but
now with enough chocolate (with whole hazelnuts, in the green wrapper) to last us for a couple
of days.
Wednesday 6 September
This morning we moved back to Agkistri Islandto anchor in Frente A Dhorousa. It is a lovely
little cove and reasonable anchorage if you can
get a spot on the N-side of it. As we expect this
to be our last anchorage of the season, we make
the most of snorkeling and swimming. There is
a horde of garfish (we think) around Clio for all
the time we’re there. Fish really like things in

Tuesday 6 September and we’re going to re-visit
Palaia (old) Epidavros, just around the corner
from the Sunken City anchorage on the mainland. We want to do some more grocery shopping, so we anchor in the bay just outside the
town quay. We have to be careful not to hit the
banks that pretty much stretch out in front of
the town, leaving only a small but well indicat-
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the water, as we always observe high densities of
them around the hull.

One of the neighbours was a super luxury yacht
which Chris googled and found that it was ‘only’
€24,000 (AU36,000) per day to charter, food,
drink and fuel not included, of course. We are
happily and luxuriously surviving on €50/day for
the two of us, including fuel, food and drink (and
chocolate).
Saturday 9 September: We’ve stayed in that great
little anchorage for a couple of days, mainly
swimming, relaxing, feeding the fish and enjoying the life we’re lucky enough to experience. All
things must pass, and today we moved into the
small port of Agkistri and tied up to the quay to
begin preparing Clio for her winter beauty sleep.
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As always skipper got us in at just the right time
as later in the afternoon at the end of a regatta
between Athens and Agistri, the little harbour
was bursting at its seams with 40 more yachts
coming in and rafting and tying up to anything
and everything.

It was soon obvious that though some of these
skippers may be experienced racers, they were
not experienced parkers and lots of yelling and
arm waving ensued as we had yachts crossing
our chains and getting their keels and rudders
caught up on anchor lines. Judging from the
state of their yachts scratched and dented hulls,
this was not a concern for them. But for liveaboards like ourselves it bl… well was. So stay
clear of our boat or feel the wrath of Chris’ boat
hook!

Eventually some calm was restored as the last of
them was finally tied to something.

Sunday 10 September
The race is on again and after the starter boat
was eventually able to get under way after fouling his prop on one of the regatta yacht’s ropes,
the harbour is peaceful again. We wandered up
the hill today to find a lovely restaurant where
we relaxed in a cool breeze with a coffee. After
chatting to the lovely young woman who served
us we discovered that we were welcome to use
the swimming pool. As we did not need our
arms twisted we went back to Clio to change
into swimming attire and returned to swim and
lounge about before partaking of a yummy late
lunch, bliss.
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Monday 11 to Thursday 14
We spend these few days removing Clio’s sails.
This is a bit of a chore as the head sail (genoa) is
quite big and folding it into a manageable package on a relatively small fore-deck is something
you rather leave to others. But we managed with
the kind help of our South African neighbor.
The next challenge is getting our inflatable RIB
Cloe out of the water and onto the fore-deck.
While Chris tried to haul her up on the halyard
Francis was attempting to lift her over the rail.
Again our new British neighbours came to the
rescue as she was just too heavy for Chris to
manage.
Of course because we are booked to come out
of the water on Thursday the predictions are
for stronger northwest winds just what we don’t
need, but ‘you don’t always get what you wa-ant’
(Stones ’69).

On Thursday morning we sit and wait to hear
from the guys in the boatyard when local wind
and waves has decreased to an acceptable level.
At around 11:00 we get the all clear and motor
across the one hour stretch to Aegina. To be
lifted here we have to back into a small space
between two piers and stay clear of the steep boat
ramp at the end of it. Together with a fair bit of
left-over swell and the customary shouting of
instructions by several Greek boatyard staff, we
were ably lifted out into the Kanonis boatyard.

We are now safe on land, and the annual hard
labor that comes with owning a boat and not being a millionaire starts again. We have two weeks
to complete the winterization process before we
head off to the lovely colder climate of the UK.
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Because of the shoddy anti-fouling job done by
someone under responsibility of the Aktio shipyard in Preveza, repairing the damage will be a
lot of work. The next day, yet another heatwave
of over 32 degr. C sneaks up on us.
21 September 2017: Feedback from Jon and
Vanessa
Corrine, Jon, Vanessa and Wayde were our
second crew in 2017. They were on board for 10
nights (09/06-19/06 2017) and we sailed about
90 NM (170 km) in that time. They joined us in
Preveza and we visited Meganisi Island, Wasp
Bay and Kastos town on Kastos Island, OneHouse Bay on Atokos Island, Vathy and Filiatros
Bay on Ithaki Island, and Antisamos Bay and
Sami on Kefallonia Island. We rented cars and
toured around Ithaki Island and Kefallonia Island. These are Jon and Vanessa’s memories.

Jon’s and Vanessa’s Ionian adventure
There is an art to good food, even something as
simple as Greek salad where all the ingredients are
raw. The body of the salad consists of tomatoes and
cucumber, in roughly equal proportions, but these
have to be cut to the right size. Too small and the
flavours blend too much, too large and it’s difficult
to eat. Just smaller than bite size is perfect. Olives
are the next major ingredient, about a tenth by
volume – just enough to add some contrast. Then
capsicum and red onion very thinly sliced but as
long ribbons, enough to provide some bite, but cut
so they don’t blend into the other favours. Then a
few green capers, two teaspoons of dried oregano,
and a dressing of a large spoonful of red wine vinegar plus two of good Greek olive oil. Finally the
salad is topped with goat feta, broken into chucks
and gently mixed through. Done right this is a
brightly coloured summer salad of rich contrasting
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flavours, the very essence of the Mediterranean.
I learned to make Greek salad during our holiday
on board the sail boat Clio. Come to think of it
there is also an art to a good holiday. You want to
spend it with interesting, loveable people who provide the body of the holiday. For us this was provided by Chris and Francis, good friends and the
owners of Clio, and our life-long friends Wayde
and Corrine. You want an interesting distracting
environment which takes you out of your everyday self and the Ionian Sea certainly does that.
Turquoise crystal clear waters, beautiful sunrises
and sets, amazing rock formations, fantastic swimming, and spying abundant sea life, guided by the
marine biologist skipper, provide the right amount
of distraction. When in harbour exposure to thin
slices of contrasting island culture provide a bit of
bite, topped by being able to walk in the steps of
the hero of the Odyssey, the Ionian hero Odysseus.
Oh and don’t trust Greek estimates of walking
distance (they must drive everywhere!).
The ten days spent on board the Clio were rich in
fellowship, provided sufficient downtime to reconnect with ourselves and each other, catch up on
reading and sleep, and for some an opportunity to
refresh the old skill in watercolour painting.
All this, against a back drop of incredible natural
beauty, supported by superb food, the lap of the
Ionian Sea against the boat, and Greek wine.
It is 15th of September and it is that time of the
year again where we atone for our summer pleasures aboard Clio. She came out of the water yesterday and is now held up by around 12 pieces of
former trees. We’ve repaired and replaced ‘newfor-old’ many bit and pieces over the last years
during the annual maintenance and this year
we’re seeing the benefits of that approach. There
is still a lot of work to be done, 57 small(er) tasks
at last count, before we will set off to the UK for
a couple of weeks of cold weather, but none of
them the size of a new rudder bearing or stain-

less steel solar panel arch.
We got in contact with Wim (and son Wim) van
de Pelt (Aegina Yacht Services, working from two
containers in the Kanonis boatyard), and asked
for assistance for some of the jobs. Wim and his
family have been in Greece since sometime in
the 1980’s, so he knows a lot about boat repairs
and also where to get things and who to talk to.
No-nonsense, get-the-job-done approach for a
reasonable price. They were willing to work in
with us and with our timeline. That is often not
the case, people want to do jobs whenever it suits
them (in winter) and when the customer has left.
They turned out to be an excellent team to work
with!!
A main task this year with the underwater hull
will be to correct the quite shabby work the
Aktio marina staff had delivered last year. The
AF (anti-fouling) paint is peeling off the then
newly sandblasted and primed keel in big sheets,
the proof that they did not put on AF primer
as agreed and paid for. The AF is so thin that it
looks like they only put on one layer.
So keel must be stripped from all AF before
we can put new Seajet 011 AF primer on. Wim
suggested using a Titan AF paint stripper which
worked well (to our pleasant surprise) and after 24 hours the old AF could be high-pressure
hosed from the keel.
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Last year we also asked the Aktio boatyard to
give the underwater hull a good sanding to remove about three layers that had accumulated on
the horizontal hull between the keel and the rudder. We showed them the area and the job that
needed to be done. When complaining about
the sanding job that was actually done when we
saw it in May this year, it turned out that they did
a ‘light sanding’ job. They could not have taken
more than two hours doing it, pocketing €250 for
it. Light indeed! So this year we have to remove
degrees heat: that is not very relaxing. This may
five layers.
not be the most ideal approach (wet sanding with
a pneumatic sander would be much better and
Wim’s team, especially Nikos, took on that job
would keep the amount of dust down considerand spent almost two full days on it. It is really a able), but that is how it was done. Nikos did an
nasty job as dry-sanding the AF produces quite
outstanding job, and kept on going until most of
poisonous dust. It needs full overalls, full face
the AF was removed. Quite an achievement!!!!
breathing mask, using an electric sander in 32
Wim is now looking at alternative methods using
Mirka sanding mesh disks and pneumatic sanders, good for him!
Along the waterline is another place where
AF paint tends to accumulate (we dread to
sand close to the exposed gelcoat) and using a
hand-operated sanding board with Mirka sanding mesh and horizontal movements (thanks for
that idea Wim) and some masking tape on the
gelcoat just above the water line, solved another
problem area.
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After we applied epoxy shield to the bare gelcoat patches on the underwater hull and primer
(when still sticky) on the keel, we put just one
layer of AF on. The other one goes on when we
come back next year. Apart from relatively small
jobs on electrodes and propeller, that finished off
the underwater part of the boat.
Over the years the wide blue line above the waterline had faded, especially in the bow regions
To spruce that up a bit, we asked Wim to see if
he could use a bit coarser cutting paste to get rid
of the top layer and restore the colour. Again
Nikos was going to do the job, starting with 1000
cutting compound and working his way through
to a waxing/polishing compound, doing three
rounds around the boat. It worked quite well
and much of the colour has been restored.

The last job for the van der Pelt team was for
Wim to do some gel-coat repairs: some hairline fractures of the gel-coat around where the
shrouds go through the deck, and some minor
damage the outboard propeller did on the stern.
To match the pure white base gel-coat to the
boats gel-coat colour, it needs to be colour-corrected. Mixing the gel-coat with one or two
drops of ocher-coloured dye to get it just right
is quite a skill and great to watch. The hairline
fractures were milled out first and then filled in
with the new gel-coat. Once that has hardened
out sufficiently, it is slowly levelled and polished
using a series of ever finer (wet)sanding paper
until the repaired gel=coat blends in with the old,
all done in the full sun but to professional standards by Wim-the-Elder. Jobs well done!
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again for this year.

Over the years we have found consistently that
boatyards are good at boat-yarding, but less so at
boat maintenance and repair. We now prefer the
help of more specialized people to do some of
the jobs we can’t (or prefer not to) do ourselves.
The trick is always to find the right people, we
were lucky again this year.
In the meantime, Chris was doing a great and big
job cleaning Clio’s inside. This year we wanted to
reorganize and clean out much of the stuff we’ve
been hoarding over the years in our bunk cabin come storage room. So we bit the bullet and
completely cleaned out the storage room. Four
or five garbage bags full of stuff were dispatched
to the nearest industrial bins and the leftovers
rearranged. End-of-season cleaning of the oven/
stove and fridge were also part of the program.
And of course Francis’ favorite job, annual maintenance of the toilets, including cleaning and
replacing the manual pumping mechanisms,
cleaning pipes and getting rid of the lime (chalk)
scale. Lots of plastic gloves, paper towels, 20%
hydrochloric acid, replacement kits and Vaseline
are part of the process. Happy it has been done

The engine has been winterized and the external instruments nicely packed in plastic, anchor
chain and anchor sprayed with a new layer of
zinc. The anchor was painted white to make it
easier to find underwater and the chain received
cable ties at 10m intervals so Chris can see how
much chain is being let out. Many bits and
pieces need to be cleaned and stored. The sails,
Bimini and sprayhood sent off to the sailmaker
for cleaning, inspection/repair and storage. The
propeller needs to be cleaned of very affectionate
marine creatures such as encrusting red algae
and barnacles having built their dwellings on it.
It also needs to be repainted again. And so the
list goes on.

It is now 24 September and we’re taking a day off
from the chores to have a look around on Aegina
Island. The island’s shape is close to a triangle,
15 km across and 10 km from top to bottom.
It only takes a couple of hours to drive around
it. Kanonis boat yard, our current home, is on
the Northern-most island facing Athens on the
mainland (about 7 km ‘as the crow flies’). Its
about an hour on a slow ferry and 40 minutes
by fast Flying Dolphin hydrofoil to get to/from
Piraeus.
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The main produce of Aegina is pistachio nuts.
Chris has a slight fondness for them and is happy
to spend hours easing them out of their shells, or
just eating them in the form of ice creams or in
chocolate. And Aegina is pistachio-heaven.
Anyway, back to the real world. It is a very
pleasant drive and we’re visiting small villages
like Souvala, Vagia, Ag. Marina and Portes on
the eastern side of the island before we cross the
island from East to West.
The central part of the island is made up of a

and enjoy a swim and a lazy deckchair lunch on
the beach, finished off with a gratifying ice cream
in the shade of some trees on the beach in Marathona. Time to head back and face the chores
again.
We learned the hard way that it would be better not to store our rigid-bottom dinghy upside
down, resting on its inflated tubes. So this year
we had to get four wooden blocks to support
Cloe bottom-down on the foredeck. Wim was
again the source of where to get the wood to
make the blocks and cut some corners (literally)
off the blocks to better support Cloe. A couple of
layers of stain to preserve them and we’re ready
to get Cloe well supported through the long winter months.
This year the new deck tent, which covers all
her decks and cockpit, will add another layer of
protection against sun and rain. As Clio’s stern
is very close to the shore and spray is coming in
when there is a bit of wind, so we bought a big
(6x5m) tarpaulin to give her backside a bit of

couple of fairly steep hills and still pretty much
free of Athenian bungalows and infinity pools
and has some extraordinary views over the
island, Athens and the Aegean. The main city of
Aegina is on the West side of the island, where
also most of the tourist activity is based. There
are a couple of nice beaches South of Aegina
town such as Marathona and Pedika with eatdrink-and-be-merry infrastructure. We go as far
South as the roads permit, close to Cape Pirogos,
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protection. We hope it will survive at least most
of the winter weather.
It is 27th of September and most jobs are now
done. Some others have to wait until we’re back
from our UK trip as we’re off to Athens for our

UK trip now.
But our charge is already looking great!
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After having gorged ourselves on 5 months of
sailing the Greek islands and immense amounts
of sun, we’re in some need of some sun-less
weather. And where better than the UK? So we
set off for a four week ‘Round of Scotland and
GB’ trip.
Even though this is strictly speaking not a Clio
chapter, we’ll sneak it in anyway. We’ll keep it
short and sweet, more a photo diary than a blog.

Starting from Edinburgh on 28/09/2017. Flying
in on an Olympian flight from Athens.
First night, Thursday 28-29/09/2017 in Edinburgh above the pub Innkeeper’s lodge. Reasonable small room, not very good breakfast. Spent
most of the day having a look around in Edinburgh and visiting the Castle (as you do), ‘having
high-tea’.
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Dunfirmline, Pittreavie guest house Friday 2930/09/2017, hosts were Liz and ??. Very nice
b&b, good size room. Nice breakfast with a lady
from a Inner Hebrides island, Christine, giving
us lots of info re islands, where to go etc.. Both
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hosts were very welcoming. The man wore a
chef ’s uniform, including a chef ’s hat, and was
very chatty

manager, according to their web site). He arrived at three in the afternoon from a late/long
lunch. We were given a different room than the
one paid for and he blamed his housekeeper.
The room was run down and small as it had a
Saturday 30/09-01/10/2017.
double bunk bed in it, no sea view as advertised.
We tried two accomodations that day, a hotel and ‘No excuses, you would solve my problem if you
a b&b. The hotel was called The Golden Acorn in would not take it’. So we solved his problem and
Glenrothes, were Chris had a haircut.
left. Not a good day!
Next day we had to return from Dundee to pick
up Chris’ prescription sunglasses.
That night we ended up in Dundee, in Anderson
b&b on the second floor. Older host, very very
chatty, but sharp and funny. Liked his Saab. Bad
wifi, we met Dutch couple from Stavoren at brekky. Visited the Royal Research Ship Discovery,
involved in Scott’s first exploration of the Antarctic, very interesting, especially to see the hull

The b&b was in Leven, called Bay of Forth. We
bumped the car on a small gate when turning
in: 1200 pounds of our-risk insurance payment
(almost) gone! The b&b’s owner was an arrogant pommy pr...person, complete with earring
with cross dangling from it (a former golf course
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construction in the museum dedicated to Scott’s
and Shackelton’s 1901-1904 overwinterings.

On the way to the Craiggorms national park we
visited the Falklands Castle and Gardens and
enjoyed lunch (pie and bangers and mash) in the
Bruce Inn.

Sunday 2017-10-01: Arrived yesterday in Braemar, in the middle of Craiggorms national park.
Stayed in absolutely excellent Cranford b&b, run
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by Alistair and Sarah, until Tuesday 2017-10-03.
Bought a tartan-design umbrella.

Tuesday 2017-10-03: on our way to the next b&b
we visited the Culloden battlefield information
centre to have lunch and be educated about the
Jacobite uprising of the Scots against the English.
After that off to Druid house in Inverness. Glue
from George to repair Francis’ boot. We got a
big room with small bathroom with blue small
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Visited the Loch Ness information centre with
videos on the history of the Lochness monster.
Pretty informative on the efforts made to detect
the attraction, but the conclusion, based on the
evidence, is that it is a great tourist attraction, but
not much else.

tiles. Breakfast on the first floor. Around 8 pm
we were too late to get dinner in the local pub, so
we improvised dinner in our room from bits and
pieces of food we bought along the way.
Wednesday 2017-10-04 : Visited Inverness
city in the morning, Francis got lambs-woollen jumper. We got £40 worth of diesel at about
£1.19/L.

We drove along the shores of Loch Ness, past
Urquhart Castle towards Cadboll.
After the Loch Ness exhibition centre, we’re off to
Largo House b&b, the ‘Hilton of Cadboll’.
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Thursday 2017-10-05: Over to the West side of
Scotland. First to Scourie, a hamlet on the Scottish West coast, about 125 km from Cadboll.
Beautiful sceneries along the way. On the way to
Skye stopped in Ullapool for very expensive fish

Chris got chatting with a local old fishing man
for an extended time when asking for directions.
Largo House b&b: no shoes in the house, checkin after five pm, but well stocked with sweets.
Excellent dinner, Boeuf Bourguignon, in the
local restaurant that night.
Nice breakfast cooked by the nutty owner in
t-shirt. Very chatty, and funny guest at breakfast.
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and chips (£13.50 for single portion).
Chris bought good woollen jumper there too. On
the way to next b&b got another £42 worth of
diesel, again £1.19.

From there to the Hazelbank b&b, bit South of
Uig on Skye island, 285 km. Total 410 km and
about 8 hours often over goat tracks. It was a
long day.

Friday 2017-10-06: Exploring Skye, first around
the Easternmost finger of the island. From the
Hazelbank b&b to the northernmost point of the
island, where the graveyard is.
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North direction to Rubha Hurnish, as far as the
trail allowed. There was a well-kept graveyard
with a picnic area. From there down South on
the road along the east coast, via Flodigarry
down to Needle Rock at the Old Man of Storr
and Portee. Our first close-up encounter with a
hairy coo.
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Saturday, 2017-10-07. We were very lucky to get
tickets on the Jacobite steam train (of Harry Potter renown). The train goes from Fort William to
Mallaig through mostly beautiful country.

From Portee to Spean Bridge, Distant Hills b&b
for three nights. Dinner at the old railway station
restaurant.
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We passed the Neptune Stairs (series of locks)
and had a short stopover in Glenfinnan. We had
lunch in Mallaig. It departed at 10am and returned to Fort William around 4pm.
We shared a first class cabin with an American
woman electronics engineer (lapsed) from Arizona.
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Sunday 2017/10/08, Spean Bridge, we stayed
another day of rest in Distant Hills b&b
Monday 2017/10/09, to Glasgow. AirBNB appartment for 3 nights. Fairly basic, old, tv Not
working, and a bit stinky but bed, bath, fridge
and wifi working. Finding car body repair shop.
Went Tesco shopping.

Tuesday 2017/10/10, rest day, got laundry done
and more groceries from the local Tesco.
Wednesday 2017/10/11, dropped off the car for
repair, total costs £330. Ventured into Glasgow
CBD. Nothing too exciting, bought ipad pro, cellular, 512GB, taxfree (I hope).
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Thursday 2017/10/12, off to Keele, close to Stokeon-Trent, conference center room at Keele uni
with breakfast, basic but clean and all was working. 400km driving day with traffic gridlocks,
looney and aggressive pom about parking alongside the road. Nice local pub dinner that night.
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Friday 2017/10/13 exploring Stratford-upon-Avon, nice little town, and Shakespeare’s
birthplace.
We take a room in the Blue Boar Inn in Temple
Grafton. We had a very nice dinner there which
had decisive Spanish influences. Next morning
at breakfast long discussion about Muslim immigration wave into France with the French waiter.
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AND.... there is a butterfly farm in Stratford that
is REALLY worth visiting. We went back the
next day and spent a couple of very nice hours
there. The range of butterflies is just amazing
and you’re in the same space with them. A very
memorable couple of hours.
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Saturday 2017-10-14: from Temple Grafton to
Oxford. We park the car and take the bus into
Oxford. Walking around the town, visiting colleges and take a guided tour through the Oxford
castle. Very busy and commercialised town by
now. It is very busy with tourists, students and
their families etc.. You have to pay to just walk
into a college inner court, so it is not too attractive a town anymore (to us).
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There are a couple of really good bookshops in
Oxford, so we had a look at what the science
publishing business had to offer.
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Around 18:00 we arrive in Swindon at the
self-contained apartment/room. We’re getting a
bit travelled-out and it is a nice apartment, so
we decide to stay for two nights. We go shopping
for food and drink in the local Co-op and go
underground for two days.
Sunday 2017-10-15: rest day in Swindon. Relaxing, watching tv and reading.
Monday 2017-10-16: to Bath, visiting the Roman

baths and museum. The baths are geo-thermally
heated at about 3,500 m depth under the earth
surface. Interesting and modern little museum.

Chris chatted to people who lived here around
100AD, she is very clever! We also ‘took the
waters’.
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Afterwards walked through Bath CBD with its
many 19th century buildings, and had some
lunch sitting on a bench watching the world go
by.
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Stonehenge is the next stop on our Tour de GB.
Being a English Heritage site, it wants to extract
almost 40 of our rapidly diminishing pounds.

When last here 30 years ago, you could just walk
up to it from the highway. Now it has a museum,
restaurant, busses, museum stores , box offices,
turnstiles etc.. England is rapidly turning into
this huge English Heritage theme park.
Off to Brighton for the night. The b&b is clean
and we have a good big room, second floor. £10
for 24h parking licence. We had a short stroll
over the Brighton pier, now taken up almost
entirely by gaming places with the odd hotdog/
hamburger/popcorn stand. The old pier a bit
down the beach is still watching from a distance,
after it caught fire in 2003, already retired by
then.
Next morning,Tuesday 2017-10-17, we had a
stroll over the boulevard and the Royal Pavilion.
The Royal Pavilion is an Indian looking palace
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After Brighton we traveled via very scenic routes
(goat trail size) to Dover via Hastings (fish and
chips) and more touristic coastal routes. A bunch
of school children and their teachers were crawling over the tide-exposed flats at the bottom
of the cliffs. They were collecting animals and

built as the sea-side retreat for George, Prince of
Wales build around the turn of the nineteenth
century.
The little park behind the pavilion houses a small
colony of red squirrels, very nice to observe their
running and climbing agilities.
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Dagenham Heathway tube station (hard to find
parking, eventually under the shopping center)
and to take the underground into the city center,
Westminster station. Coffee and breakfast in little
cafe opposite Big Ben. Entry fees are ridiculously
high so we don’t go into Westminster abbey but
visit Buckingham palace and walked to the Natural History museum. Took a cab back to the tube
station, expensive, £13 for a four km trip, the
meter kept ticking almost as fast when stopped
in traffic. Could not find a pub or restaurant, so
had Chinese, not very good.
various species of algae for identification. Great
biology lesson!!
We ended up the day in a hotel close to Averley, the Thurrock hotel, a compromise between
not too far from a London underground station
and reasonably priced. It is a typical business
people hotel, nothing fancy, a bed for the night.
We plan for two trips into London over the next
days. The two must-see museums, British and
Natural History, Tower, Buckingham Palace,
Whitehall/Big Ben are on the agenda. And a
sneak-peek at Katherine Docks where Francis
stayed for a couple of days in the mid-eighties
when sailing his boat into London.
Wednesday 2017-10-18: We decided to drive to
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Thursday 2017-10-19: after another night in
the Thurrock hotel and this morning into town
again. This time to Tower Hill station to visit
London Tower complex, the Tower Bridge and
Katherine’s docks. After that to Holburn Station
and the British museum, especially to have a
look at the Rosetta stone and the Elgin marbles.
Spent also a fair bit of time in the Egyptian exhibitions. Back to Dagenham to pick up the car.
Some shopping for tonight’s dinner/picnic in our
hotel room. Chris has already booked a room in
Peterborough for two nights. Chris enjoyed this
second day more than the first.
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Friday 2017-10-20: off to Cambridge today.
Visited a Degas exhibition at the Fitzwilliam Museum. Walked around the center of Cambridge
and had a look at some of the colleges.
Also visited the Cambridge River (or should I say
‘creek’. and on to Peterborough, the Pearl hotel.
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Sunday 2017-10-22: off to Nottingham. Nottingham is a nice city and we visited the local ‘castle’
with museum.

Saturday 2027-10-21: rest day in Peterborough.
We enjoyed a very nice dinner at the Mattomi
Italian restaurant this evening.
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In the afternoon we drove to Sheffield for the
night in Halifax Hall, bit pretentious with very
small room and a huge bathroom, no dinner
because of the big lunch.
Tuesday 24/10 until Thursday 26/10 in a small
country hotel, the Devonport country hotel in
Middleton, near Darlington. Kevin was the local
Manuel. That night we had dinner in the hotel,
quite nice, prepared by the Portuguese chef.
We had a big lunch (Sunday roast for Chris, pie
for Francis) in Nottingham.

Wednesday we walked to the next little village,
Staindrop. After a afternoon nap, we had dinner
at the Uno Momento Italian restaurant in Darlington.
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Thursday 2017/10/26 we had a look in a little village called Yarm with an amazing car density. We
had enough of restaurant dinners for a bit and
bought some bread, chicken and salad in the
local Sainsbury in Yarm for dinner in our room.

On the 2017-10-26 back to Scotland, via Vindolanda museum and Hadrian’s wall. The Vindolanda Roman Auxillary Ford ruins. excavations in the seventies revealed wooden tablets
with much information about the ford’s admin
and daily life in around the first and second
centuries AD. We’re still very puzzeled who or
what that 1.5 m wall was going to keep out. The
change of scenery between England and Scotland
is very sudden, the green farming landscape is
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replaced by a wild natural landscape in a matter
of kilometers.
Friday 27/10 and Saturday 28/10 in Musselburgh
in a small one room apartment close to the sea.
We had a couple of pleasant walks over the beach
and met witches in the local restaurant, happy to

be photographed. Don’t know how they managed to fly on those broomstickettes though.
Saturday morning to Edinburgh to do some
last-minute shopping. We met Death, levitating
just centimeters above the ground and inviting
people to come close. Due to our age, we didn’t.
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Flight back to Athens on Saturday and hired a
car. We stay again in the London hotel in Glyfada, a suburb of Athens..
Next day, Sunday 2017-10-29, with the car ferry
over to Aegina and complete Clio’s winterisation.

Monday 2017-10-30: finished winterisation and
back with Anez ferry to Athens, Glyfada for last
night stay in Greece.
The next morning, after racing around to get
passport photos taken, printed and put on a CD,
we visited the Aliens bureau to see if we can start

the res visa extension application. We met with a
lawyer that could help us, but we can’t apply until
two month before our current visa ends.
We’re not looking forward to the long flight back
to Oz starting this afternoon.
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The 2017 season in hindsight
This year we planned a relatively short trip returning from the Ionian to the Aegean, the long
way around the Southern capes of the Peloponnesus while trying to stay out of the Meltemi raging in the Aegean between the end of June and
the start of September. The trip around was very
instructive in understanding the lack of yachting infrastructure in that part of Greece as most
yachts go through the Corinth Canal. We found
some really nice anchorages on the way, but fuel
and fresh water were very hard to come by. Kalamata Marina is pretty much the only place that
offers yachting services, but was too expensive
for us to be attractive.
The Ionian is an attractive region for sailing, it
has no Meltemi, but makes up for that with heatwaves. We had about three heat-waves of between 35 and 40 degrees following in each others
footsteps during our trip around the Peloponnesus, which was uncomfortable at times. The
absence of wind during that trip was unexpected
and forced us to motor more than we would have
liked.
We did not manage to extend our trip around for
as long as we wanted and ended up in the Saronics probably 3 weeks too early to dodge the Meltemi. That allowed us to get a much better feel for

good sheltered anchorages in that region, and
we had some really nice and quiet anchor-times
there.

The 2017 season saw us having half the number
of crews we had the last couple of years. We very
much enjoyed having both Crews on board and
having Chris’ grandson staying with us was a
treat, especially for Chris.
Part of the reason for the drop in number of
crews is that we may have exhausted the pool of
people in our direct environment in Australia
who were interested in sailing Greek islands and
Turkish coasts AND were already planning to
go to Europe. The reason may be that we do not
promote Clio stays more actively. The economics of short stays of one or two people is not too
good as it still is a fair bit of work and extra costs.
The contributions are helping to pay for our substantial winterisation and maintenance costs.
Having said that, it was never our aim to make
this into a commercial venture and our goal of
enjoying good company on our travels has been
met above and beyond our expectations again
this year.
Wellington Point, Australia, December 2017
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